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IT
Calvinism Vibrant
with Life
N EVERY hand there are the indications of
a revival o.f the God-centered emph.a. sis in
Christian thought and life which has ever
been the mark of Calvinism. Even certain
movements which cannot be welcomed as belonging to the main stream of the Calvinistic Faith are
indirectly making their contribution toward the
revival of that Faith today. If we would make the
full-orbed, God-centered Biblical Faith a power in
our day, we should, in humble reliance upon the
God whom we profess, be on our guard that our
doctrinal defense .and theological construction does
not turn out to be a new scholasticism devoid of
life and power. The student of Christian history
knows that this menace always appeared whenever
a revival of the Faith was achieved. The :Reformed
Faith challenges the finest intellectual powers and
measures up to the highest demands of logic and
clear thinking, but that Faith is infinitely more than
logic and system and discursive thought. We need
a Calvinism that is vibrant with life.· Anyone who
boasts of the logic and coherence of the Calvinistic
system and fails to walk with the God who is infinitely more than the center of that system of
thought, is on the way to make a caricature of
the Faith which he would champion. The Calvini.sm of the head should go hand in hand with a
Calvinism of the heart and of the hand. He who
.does not know the living, transcendent, holy, sovereign God of the Scriptures in the inner chamb~r, is not fit to preach and champion the theology
in which that God is the alpha and the omega.
The danger of fossilization and petrifaction has
ever threatened some of the finest religious and
theological movements in the history of Christianity. Fosselization and ossification of the living vibrant truth of the orthodox faith of Nicea we see
in John of Damascus and his "Orthodox Faith" as
well as in much of the modern Greek Orthodox
Church. Not only did the Middle Ages have its
scholastic age-also Protestantism, when once the
bloom of the restored faith had faded, had its scholasticism. And in our day we have the enemy of
a rationalistic Modernism to contend with, but no
less does the menace of dead orthodoxy rear its
head in the established churches of the historic
faith. What we need is a living orthodoxy. Calvinism must not deteriorate into a mere logical
quibble about terms and concepts. It must rather
. meet the great challenge of the intellectual and
moral bankruptcy of our day with the word of
the living God. His majesty must not only be basic
.
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to our theological thought and. construction-it
must no less be the moving imp:ulse in our ·life.. qf
worship and .service. Petrifaction of the truth of
God usually goes hand in hand with intellectual
pride and the deadening of all the Christian graces.
Calvinism is particularly susceptible to this. danger. But once we have our eyes· open to it, once
the living God is the greatest reality in our ·Iffe
and not merely the ultimate of a chain of our tea>
soning, once we have learned in humility to stand
in awe of Him and to .devote every fibre of. ottr
being to the doing of his holy will, the danger·• of
making a petrified caricature out of the glorious
faith of our fathers is reduced to a minimum. Gertuine Calvinism is vibrant with life.
C. B.

National Association
of Evangelicals
·

!HE cause of united e·v.·ang.elical.• ac. tion •. tpa··.··.··.t
is genuinely evangelical and not spuriously
so as in the case of the Federal Council of
Churches, is happily going forwar& At
the recent first meeting of the. Board or Administration practically everyone of the 28 memberswas
present. These men came from busy careers ill
church, school, or office. to deliberate on ·the P~P"' ·
gram and activities of what bas already proy;ec;l
itself the most hopeful movement for united action
on the part of those who are. true to the Word of
God. There are many problems to tackle, many
difficulties to overcome, many new. adjustmentsJo.
be made. As one who was present at this historic.
board meeting, the editor can testify to the fine
spirit of loyalty to the Word of God; of genuine
Christian fellowship, and of courageous testimony
in the face of the unbelief of our day which ani.:.
mated all the members. of the Board as they faced
the task of the future. We have been deeply impressed with the great challenge and the wonclerful opportunity that is presented to all orthodox
Christian people in our country by this new organization to hold aloft the testimony of the Lord
Jesus Christ in the face of the modernism . of our
day. Those who sit on the sidelines criticizing ihis
movement and refusing to stir a finger themselves
for the organization of the evangelicals of this country for much-needed united action, are assuming
a- responsibility they may well one day wish was
not theirs. If anyone wishes to convince himself hoyv
utterly unfounded the criticism of this movement
by the managing editor of The Presbyterian Guardian is, he only needs to read the fost issue of United
Evangelical Action, the monthly paper of the As35

sociation, sample copy of which will be sent free
of charge to anyone writing to its main office (Natio1ml Association of Evangelicals, 120 Tremont
Street, Boston, Mass).·. Editor Kuiper of The· Bdnnerr whose church (the Christian Reformed) was
called to task by the Presbyterian Guardian editor
fo:r: joining the N.A.E., showed clearly and in a
fine spirit how far beside the mark the shafts of
the latter were. The charge that the N.A.E. has
not taken a strong stand against the Federal Council of the Churches of Christ in America and iri any
way compromises with this liberal movement
(against which the very organization of the N.A.E.
js a courageous protest) is so utterly unfounded and
betrays such gross ignorance of the movement that
one wonders how it could ever have been made by
one who seeks to .enlighten his readers. We know
the Christian Reformed Church well enough to be
able to say that specious attacks like this one of
editor Birch will have no effect upon its leadership.
Meanwhile attacks like these - and incidentally
editor Birch is in strange company when one contemplates that the only other attacks upon the organization came from the Modernist camp or from
a little competing group that could not have things
its own way-will only serve to strengthen the National As'sociation. One thing is sure, the N .A.E.
wi11 not waste its time and energy· fighting off at't~cks like these. The cause is too big. There is too
much work to do. The real enemy is Modernism.
Against that enemy we must stand shoulder to
shoulder, for he is a wily enemy and holds the
ropes. The banner of the Lord Jesus Christ must
be lifted up in this day and age of apostacy. THE
CALVIN FORUM stands committed wholeheartedly
to the defense and propagation of the Reformed
Faith as the fullest and the richest and the most
consistently biblical interpretation of the blessed
revelation of God in Christ in His Word, but ·our
Calvinism does not make us narrow exclusivists
who do not recognize other brethren in Christ that
may not be Reformed but who hold aloft the ban:..
ner of the Gospel no less than do the Calvinists. The
Christian Reformed Church-and in that respect it
is truly Calvinistic-believes in no church union
or· amalgamation of all evangelicals in one creed
and ohe church organization. It believes in the full,
unadulterated, God-centered and Christ-honoring
truth of God which is the heritage of the Reformed
Churches. For that heritage we live and struggle.
We ~ould perpetuate it in our institutions, educational, missionary, and philanthropic. There will
be n6 ·filing down of the sharp corners of our creed.
But alongside of that we believe that Calvinism to
be a blessing must step· out to do its part. We believe that the greatest issue, the deepest cleft, in
modern historic ChriStendom is that between believer and unbeliever, between the Gospel of God's
Word and .the gospel of a humanistic Modernismwhich is no gospel. . On that issue we will stand
shoulder to shoulder with all who love the Lord

Jesus Christ, whether they be Baptists or Presbyterians, Methodists or Pentecostals; They must
stand for the orthodox creed adopted as a basis of
co-operq.tion at the constitutional convention. Ori
that basis we can join hands with brethren in
Christ with whom denominationally we do not seek
to be affiliated but who worship the same Lord
Jesus Christ with us and hence are our brethren
in the great battle against the forces of unbelief
that are so defiant and so subtle in our day. The
Christian Reformed Church has shown real vision
in joining the N.A.E. It ought not to ta.ke an intelligent Calvinist long to see how utterly specious
the argument is that, in order to be a good Calvinist, one cannot join in an association of evangelical
churches and groups to fight a united battle against
the foe of the Church of Jesus Christ. Let editor
Birch leave the attack upon the N.A.E. to the
liberals.
Not only was the Board meeting at Chicago a
blessed meeting from the point of view of inspiration and fellowship, ·but it also made some important decisions. An office is to be opened at Washington, D. C., and will already be functioning when
this issue reaches our readers. At this office in the
nation's capital matters, missionary and otherwise,
of joint interest to all evangelicals and relating to
the government, will be transacted. Steps were
taken to appoint the proper personnel. Dr. Richard
Ellsworth Day was appointed editor of United
Evangelical Action, the monthly of the Association
full of news of the churches and designed to keep
all interested· parties abreast of the progress of the
movement. And possibly the best news of all was
that applications for membership of churches total:..
ling 700,000 members were on the table to be acted
upon. Favorable action was taken on applications
covering a membership of about 400,000.
The National Association has an auspicious beginning. It will take some years before it has the
strength and prestige of the Federal Council. Meanwhile let everyone who loves the Gospel and be.,.
lieves in the divine Savior do his part to strengthen
this organization to perform its difficult and responsible task of united witness and united action
for Christ.
C. B.

Our South
African Brethren
SN'T it a strange world in which we live? In
one country Calvinists are put into concentration camps because they have the courage to oppose Hitler and his Nazi ideology,
and in another they find themselves in concentration camps because they were apparently playing
into the hands of Hitler.
·The latter you see in the Union of South Africa.
It was to be expected that with the outbreak of
this war some strange reshuffling might be seen in
the country of the Boers, who have not forgotten

I
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their war with England. But who would have expected that many leading Afrikaanders (as the
Boers like to call themselves) would be confined to
concentration camps? And who would have looked
for some of the leaders of the Dutch Reformed
Church among them! Yet that is exactly the case.
In fact, Dr. H. G. Stoker; one of the leading Calvinists among the younger group in South Africa,
has now been in confinement for some months.
A large bloc of citizens in the South African
Union-chiefly the Boer bloc-have for some time
been agitating for an independent republican government that should be "Afrikaans." From the
nature of the case anti-British in feeling and attitude, this movement has done all it could to revive
the traditions of former Boer freedom and in.de.,.
pendence and to stir up enthusiasm for a national
republican form of government to take the place
of the present Union, which is affiliated with the
British Empire and gives equal standing to the
British and the Afrikaans elements. This movement was chiefly in the hands of the Calvinists.
They pleaded for a set-up of their own in which the
Christian - Calvinistic principles of government
should be made the basis of a new national life
with the racial, linguistic, and cultural tradition
of the Afrikaanders (Boers) in control and coming to its own after decades of British domination.
Leading ministers of the three groups of the Dutch
Reformed Church strongly championed this cause
and served in parliament, many of them relinquish.:.
ing their pulpits. Dr. Stoker, a graduate of the
Free Calvinistic University in Amsterdam (Holland), Professor of Philosophy and Psychology at
the Potchefstroom University College in Transvaal,
was outstanding among this group and wrote a
solid treatise entitled Die Stryd om die Ordes, in
which he offered a criticism of the various current
forms of government (the Liberal, the Communistic, the National Socialistic, and the Fascistic) and
pleaded for a Calvinistic statecraft in the spirit of
the Anti-Revolutionary Party of Kuyper and Colijn
in the Netherlands.
All this would have been a perfectly legitimate
activity in the South African Union as long as this
group did not play into the hands of Herr Hitler:
and the Nazis. But that is exactly what did happen. Although Stoker clearly repudiated the Nazi
principles of government, the Nazi sympathizers in
the South African Union, reinforced by the Nazi
propaganda agencies which until recently seemed
to be everywhere, stirred up disaffection and used
the dislike of the Boers for the British as an effective tool to sabotage the war effort. They carried
. on agitation against participation in the war against
Hitler even after South Africa had officially aligned
itself with the United Nations. In. fact, the agitation soon threatened to develop into a revolutionary movement which might at any time seek . to
overthrow the government and establish an inde:pendent national republic controlled by the Afrikaanders and "protected" by the omhipreserit
THE CALVIN FORUM
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Nazis. This was a serious situation in which the
South African government had to tq.ke a firm stcmd•
Premier Jan Christiaan Smuts, himself a Boer ·by
race and culture but fully conscious of the danger
that was threatening and thoroughly committed to
the cause of the United Nations as against the Nazi
menace, then had many of the leading men, whq
had already been accused of treason, placeq in con::
centration camps. Dr. Stoker is one of them. Stµ~
dents, who carried on demonstrations and appar.:.
ently resorted to violence, have likewise been .iso'.'.'
lated in this fashion from human society.. Letters
requesting books and literature have reached some
of us from men confined in these South African
concentration camps near Johannesburg and Pre-;
toria. It seems that the number of students and
professors is so large that in some cases the group
is setting up a/Theological School while in confine.:
ment. No doubt there is a world of difference between ·conditions in these and in the Nazi concentration camps. The sole l.nterest of the South Af!'i:can government seems to be to keep these people
away from human society where they could agita,t~
for an overthrow of the government. For the rest
we may rest assured that they are treated well.
Yet, what an anomaly! Calvinists because· .of
their Calvinistic convictions on freedom and g(')vernment, like Colijn, in a German concentrati911
camp of the Nazis, and South Afric~m Calvinists
holding the same Calvini.stic convictions ·i11 mattern
of government,like Stoker.', confined withNazis and,
Nazi sympathizers in a South .African concentra~
tion camp within their own borders.
As for physical comfort I should rather be with
the interned South African Calvinists. As for morat
comfort and peace of mind and heart and con:+
science, I should prefer to be with. Niemoeller ~nd,
Colijn. But our hearts go ~mt to all of them and our
prayers ascend to the throne of God in behalf of
them all.
Meanwhile, the British still have much to learn
in South Africa. And the Boers no less!
C. B.

Promoting. the
Reformed Faith

..

.

.

' 'IN THIS age of creaking and collapsing carriages the Calvinistic way of faith and life
still stands. Its adherents
sincerely pray
.
. the
'Our Father,' but alsb remember 'Thy Kingdom Come' implies a King as well as a Father.
Those churches that are still in its firm grip have
large congregations of the faithful, Sunday Schools
in their proper place, expository sermons dynamic
with 'Thus saith the Lord,' a better knowledge of
the Word and .a thirst for it, a God-honoring use
of the sacraments, a discipline of love and the love
of righteousness, and an ethical reach expressing
itself concretely in the hearty support of missions,
philanthropy, and Christian education. Calvinism
never was a 'One-Hoss Shay.' Or, if you still pre37

!er the figure, the Deacon's Masterpiece still rides,
and it rides past the wrecks of other vehicles. May
we state, without arrogance and in all humility,
that it does so because it is a chariot of the Lord?"
.These fine words of Bastian Kruithof, written
al:rnost a year ag9 in The Intelligencer-Leader, can
bear; repeating, He wrote them in an article that
served as a reply t9 an attack in The Christian Centy,ry upo,n Calyinism undyr the title: ''Is God
Father or Sovereign?" Gradually many people
wakeup to the fact that Oliver Wendell Holmes'
'~One-H9ss Shay" was wishful thinking of a rafionallstic-moralistic Unitarian and that, in writing this
p9e1n, he was 9rily reflecting the downward grade
·bfthe religious faith of New England in his day.
Calvinism is· not dead, though the faith of some
people whose ancestors were Calvinists is. CalViriisrn is not dead, because it cannot die. It is not
dead, though many people, dead in trespasses and
sins,' are dead to it, to its power, to its glory, to its
majesty, t9 its comfort. Calvinism may die · out
among certain groups in certain periods of the history of the Church, but when the great heroic days
come again, this great heroic faith~Christianity at
its peak~omes back to its own and fascinates the
1:).e~rt, the soul, the mind.
...· It is refreshing to note the revived interest in
literature that honors th.e Word of God, exalts Him,
.~Pd makes the glory of God the aim and objective
of. all living and striving. It is a heartening exP.~rience to see men reaching out after this solid
food. There are liberals who today grant there is
something they had never seen before in the faith
of John Calvin and some of them-.:.even if only
fr9n:l curiosity::._are beginriing to read the Calvinistic masterp:ieces again. As a member of the Publication Committee of the Second American Calvinistic Conference we note with pleasure these
days that the volume contairiing the lectures of
that Conference is meeting with a fine reception.

Enthusiastic endorsements come in from varied
sources. This book is worth reading and re-reading. It is the kind of work that builds perspective
into our m,ipds, the perspective of the divine revelation in its. application to religion and theology, but
also to science, philosophy, culture, and education.
This is a book for the miriister and the student, for
the intelligent laymen and the youth struggling
with his problems and looking for a satisfying perspective and outlook.
One fine thing about this book is that every penny
received in its sale is used not for anyone's personal profit but for the further distribution of the
kind of literature of which this book is a. sample.
Publication Committee and distributor are all giving their services gratis for this glorious cause of
the promotion of Calvinism. The price of One Dol""
lar places this volume within the reach of everyone
interested. The book is selling fast. Less than three
months after its publication over one-half of the
edition is sold. Many CALVIN FoRUM subscribers
have availed themselves of the opportunity offered
last month (and still h9lding good) of combining
their order with the renewal of their subscription.
Some enthusiastic readers of the book have ordered
six and ten copies to distribute them to their
friends. It is one of the finest ways to bring home
to your intelligent friends. and associates in .business or professional life what your faith means to
you. The volume i~ neatly printed, a delight to the
eye, and a wonderful intellectual and spiritual
stimulus to him who will search it. Here is ari ex:
position of living, vibrant Calvinism, up-to-date,
scholarly, yet within the reach of all. We are not
boosting any commercial venture but the noble
cause of the promotion of our Reformed Faith when
we remind you this volume may be obtained either
from Baker's Book Store, (1019 Wealthy, S. K,
Grand Rapids, Mich.), or from the Calvin Forum
Office.
C. R

Oh Absalom, My Son, My Son!
Oh Absalom, my son, my son!
I would to God that I had died
Instead of thee, thou wayward one,
Who wantonly my rule defied.

Then waited I, 0 Lord, for Thee
And .Thou did' st hear my pleading cry
Didst change my dirge of agony
To songs of praise to God Most High.

Such deep remorse is mine; I own
That oft' I did not bear thee up
On. wings. of prayer before God's throne-How can I drink this bitter clip?

0 help me, Babe of Bethlehem,
For well I know that everything
Together works for good to them
Who own Thee as their Sovereign King.

Grant me the peace that doubt deriies,
The grace to say, '~Thy will be done."
Pour balm into this heart that cries
For Absalom1 my son, my son .
..,:_HILDEGARDE VAN W AVEREN
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Cultural Democracy
Henry Schultze
].>resident· of Calvi,n. Cotle~e

MERICA has been called the Melting Pot
of the World. But there are certain elements in that pot that do not, and perhaps
should not, melt. These elements create
tensions that flare up in the form of strikes, raceriots, dissatisfactions, and other forms of undemocratic reactions.
The area$ in which these tensions may be found
have been designated as follows. There are, first
of all, the intergroup tensions that arise from our
scornful and depreciatory attitudes towards certain nationalistic groups. The Japanese and the
German groups, and in a lesser degree also the
Italian group, are singled out as objects of suspicion. This is one of the bitter fruits of the war.
But even independent of the war:, there are many
localities where sharp national cleavages are found.
In some communities the Dutch are the "accursed"
group. In others it may be the Germans, the Irish,
the Spaniards, the Mexicans or any one of a dozen
others. Usually this sort of a thing is due to a
general impression that the foreign group has not
attained the social, financial or intellectual level of
the complainants. The second form of tension is
found in the field of religious antagonisms. The
Jews have suffered in every land. Sometimes it is
the Protestants and then again the Catholics that
are condemned, depending not infrequently upon
which side the majority is located. The Jehovah
Witnesses are at the present time, because of their
conscientious objection to war, the scape-goat of
religious intolerance. A third group of tensions
a.re found in the socio-economic field. The poor
and the rich-the have's and the have-not's constitute two groups that have never been able to see
one another's viewpoint. No Ohe. will ever be able
to ascertain with accuracy how many of the strikes
are due in some form to this tension. The final
group of tensions is racial in character. In this
field the tensions have manifested themselves repeatedly in the forms of lynchings, race riots, discriminations, and so on. And there is perhaps no.where a clearer manifestation of this tension than
in the attitudes assumed toward the colored people.
In a lesser degree the same rea~tion is manifested
toward the yellow race. These people simply do
not have equal opportunities with the white in this
great democratic commonwealth of ours. And yet
they have equal responsibilities.
There are a group of educators in this country
who are seriously concerned about this situation.

cA
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W. H. Kilpatrick dedares that ''the problem,
essentially an educatiqnal prob,forp..'' It is remar~,,;
able with what avidity educator::; are usually ready
to assume the responsibilities of the ':Vorld's prob,,.
lems in the face of the fact that educators a.nd edu;cation have in the course of history solved such ~
lamentably small number of them. Be that as it
may, they should never be accused of not trying.
Wm. E. Vickery, s~ G. Cole, and. other educatops
are facing this problem resolutely and they are
positive that they have discovered the solutio11 i11
what they choose to call Cultural Democracy.· ·

Complete
Assimilation Theory
Cultural Democracy is essentially an amalga.ma.,,.
tion of two diverse theories anent the problem a.t
issue. It is a half-way measure or a compromise
position, if you will. The one theory· involvedih
the amalgamation is that of complefo assimilation:+>
This would be a simple solution; butit is inanif~stly
unfair, undemocratic and impracticable. ·
·.
The theory is this that every minority group
should be assimilated into the majority group. It i$
assumed that as long as there are racial and cultura.:1
differences there would be friction. (As if frictioJ:l
is always an undesirable thing.) People will al'-.
ways dislike differences,it is argued, and they wil}
always fear the new and the strange; there~o~e
they will not be satisfied until everyone steps j14
line. Again, this theory would seem to be the logical
consequence of the principle of majority rule. If·
the majority is to deci~e ':Vhat culture shall prevail,
it will .vary in various .communities, but that is not
so serious as long as the given areas are well de,,;
fined. Ultimately the American people as· a whole
will have to decide, }:)ut that. is regarded as entirely
satisfactory, since the American way of life. is the
best way. If the minorities can't. see that, then we
will impose our way of life upon them and render
them incalculable service, even though they do not
recognize it. Such are some of ·the considerations
that have been put forth in the interest of the
theory.
The objections to such a theory, however, are
numerous. It violates the fundamental rights of
individuals as guaranteed by the Constitution. It
denies the fact that men are created free and equal..
1)

Wm. C. Smith, Americans in the Making, (1942).

3.9

If the theory would be adopted the minority religious groups would experience a resurrection of
the spirit of the Inquisition. It fails to recognize
that there are certain national traits that cannot
be erased as if they had never been. At the present
time there are racial antipathies against the Negroes
Stnd. the Orientals, so that even the majorities would
not tolerate an amalgamation. And let us not forget that the excellept contributions that all the
h.atfonal traditions of the various peoples bring ·to
th.is country would be lost to our culture if such a
theory could be made practicable. It can't be done,
and we should not want it to be done.

·cultural
Pluralism
. The other polar point of view is that of the cultural pluralists. 2 > It is their contention that the
domfriant group in any given community have no
right to impose their culture upon individuals or
upon the minorities that may be different. The
democratic way of life is to allow every person and
ever group to live as they see fit consistent with
the best interest. of the whole. It is argued that
every nation and every race of people have certain unique values that should be preserved. It is
these contributions that makes the American life
so rich and varied. Therefore America should encourage individuals and groups to retain their distinctiveness. Indian commissioners sometimes (because of their cultural pluralistic tendencies) discourage missionary work among the Indians because it tends to break down the distinctive culture
of the Indians. The Dutch groups should remain
Dutch as much as possible, so that they may have
the advantages of the culture of Holland. The
Negro groups should retain their identity as much
as possible because of the wealth of contributions
made by their distinctive cultured race. The representatives of this sort of a theory applaud the
Chinatowns, the Jewish towns, the German towns
and so on which may be found in our larger cities.
This theory strikes us as the fairer and the more
acceptable of the two.
However, it does not solve the problem. It does
not remove the tensions that manifest themselves
i:h the form of strikes, riots, ostracisms and partfalities. It is because of some such a position that
we cherish in our national bosom, that we have
Bunds, Klans, Communists, and what not. They
have always represented festering sore spots that
threaten to break out in various forms inimical to
the ideals of democracy. Vickery and Cole are positive that this theory which directed the course of
events had created more problems than it had
settled.
·
2)

E. G;. Payne, Education and Cultural Pluralism (1937).

Majority Rule
and Minority Rights
In any democracy worthy of the name there must
be a beautiful balance between the rule of the ma-'
jority and the rights of the minority. It's a balancei
like all balances, that is exceedingly difficult to
maintain. Yet it must be maintained or democracy
would be doomed. The abuse of either will be
disastrous.
The Negroes are in the minority now. They have
rights. But these rights do not include the right to
arm themselves against the duly constituted author.,.
ities. That is the spirit of the Klan. Many a nation
together with its culture, has been wrecked by such
appropriation by a rebel but powerful few. If
that be permitted in America, the doom of democracy is sealed. Whether the minority represented
a racial, a national, a religious, or a socio-economic
group, the results would be precisely the same .
And the tendency of every group is alike. Each
would insist upon its own ideals and impose them
upon others. That may not always be due to selfish
motives. It may be due to the conviction that their
position is the best. Religious groups tend to do
that with the conviction that they .are divinely
authorized, yea, enjoined to do so. Economic groups
by all sorts of pressure, political and otherwise, also
attempt to impose their wills or ideals. And there
must always be room for some fair and honest
method of selling to others one's convictions whether
they be religious, social, political or otherwise. I
presume it is due to some such consideration that
mission work is permitted in this country by the
Federal Government, even though it maintains
a spirit of neutrality.
The majority rule cannot be permitted to run the
destiny of this country or any other democracy
without being controlled by an elaborate system of
balances and checks. It is reported that John
Adams once said, "We may appeal to every page of
history we have hitherto turned over for proofs
irrefragable that the people, when they have been
unchecked, have been as unjust, tyrannical, brutal,
barbarous and cruel as any king or senate possessed
of uncontrollable power: the majority has eternally
and without one exception. usurped the rights of
the minority." Adams is, of course, right. That is
the reason that the makers of our constitution felt
that there were certain inalienable rights that belong to the individuals and to the minority groups
that must be safe-guarded. In a democracy such as
ours it would be possible for the laboring group to
get together and to force the enactment of legislation that would be favorable to themselves and
hostile to every other group. When approximately
ten million service men band together and form a
political party they could force legislation that
would wreck the country economically. In either
case, it would be done in violation of the rights of
the minority. The day that happens democracy
will have expired.
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lntercultural
Education
In order to introduce the day in which the rule

of the majority and the rights of the minqrity may
be duly recognized and in which the cultural. tensions may be relieved, leading educators have insisted that our education should rest on three fundamental propositions. They are the following:
"l.
That there are certain essential democratic
loyalties and beliefs, as well as practices which have
been established for the general welfare, which all
Americans should have in common; and that this is
the foundation upon which national unity can best
be built.
"2. That the dominant majority group can rightly
require of individuals and minorities neither to isolate themselves from the community and nation as
a whole, nor to cling to ways of living which are incongruent with democratic practices. On the other
hand the majority has the obligations to distinguish
carefully between the beliefs and. practices which
are undemocratic and those which are only different
from the dominant culture pattern. The latter the
majprity is required to honor, though not necessarily to adopt. Nor can the majority justly make
tqtal conformity to the dominant culture pattern or
membership in the dominant race a requirement for
full and equal participation in the political, social
and economic advantages of the American democracy.
· "3. That individuals who belong by birth to religious and ethnic minority groups should be free
either to practice and perpetuate such of their
group's traditional values, folkways and customs as
dq not conflict with essential democratic principles,
and so preserve their group's corporate identity;
or to repudiate their ancestral ways of living and
thus to lose themselves in the population as whole.
"'Similarly, that individuals who belong by birth
to racial minority groups should be free either to
perpetuate and develop within their group distinctive cultural patterns which do not conflict with
essential democratic principles; or to repudiate their
distinctive patterns and completely identify themselves culturally, if not racially, with the population as a whole." 3 )
Now this is an excellent, though somewhat
lengthy, statement of the fundamentals involved.
There is nothing new about them. Indeed, these
statements may be regarded as being no more than
an articulation of what every American is willing
to grant in the abstract. This has been in a vague
way the philosophy of every one who has given the
problem of social tensions any thought at all. But
like all fundamental propositions they flounder
when placed in the sea of practical living. There
has always been ,a great deal of difference as to
what the essential democratic loyalties and beliefs
3) Vickery and Cole, Intercultural Education i~ American
Schools (1943), page .34.
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really are .. Just what things are there about a certain group that are incongruent · wit:h democratie
practices and who are to determine .what they are?
Surely no one would .condemn a group's contribution
because they have been disturbing. ·It is by the
introduction of disturbing elements. that progress
is born.

The Removal
of Tensions
Perhaps we should not be too concerned about
these social tensions. The only way to avoid these
'tensions is by complete isolat~on. and.thaJ is as tin,.
desirable as it is impossible. In the present world
with all its complexity we will notbe~ableto escap~
one· another; and what is more.we should not want
to, for the other group either has something tO giV:e
us or we will have something to give to them,· anc:l
not infrequently it will prove to be .a rnutual giving. The tensions, however, .will. have tq .be kept in
control by the spirit of common sense and tolerance.
However, we are expecting too much of educa.r.
tion if we place upon her the task of settling the
tensions in America. Maritain. has recently.· writte:t;i
a most stimulating book. He lists seven misconceptions in the field of education'. The last one is th~t,
"Everything can Be Learned." Says he, "The teach""
ing of morality with regard to its intellectual.bases,
should occupy a great place in school and col1eg¢
education. Yet that right appreciation of practica'I
cases which the ancients called PRUDENTIA, arid
which is an inner power of judgment .developed Jn
the mind and backed by a self-directed will, cannot
be replaced by. learning whatsoever. Nor . can . e~..
perience, which is the incornmunicable fruit of. su.t"'
fering and mernory, and through which the shap!n~
of man is achieved, be taught by any school or c9l~
lege or in any ·courses.. There are courses in philo~""
ophy but no courses in wisdom; wisdom is gained
through spiritual experience, and as for practic~l
wisdom, as Aristotle put it, the experience of old
men is both as undemonstrable and illuminating a$
the first principles of understanding." 4 > Maritain
is right. We have bowed down before the god "Edij,~
cation" too long. Our faith in him has been put ~6
shame repeatedly, and yet we still court his t.oo
often empty favors.
.··
The removal of tensions is ·not ·purely an ·educa'"
tional problem, but it is rather a· ~oral and spiritual problem. These tensions are due to a sin-i11.-:
duced hatred toward men that has been in the ages
tempered only by what may be called the principle
of expediency. Disintegrations or maladjustments
lie much deeper than in the intellectual realm. .A.s
a matter of fact most of the tensions,;;ire .decidedly
irrational. We have to have our scapegoats and )11'~ .·•
look around for some one or some groµpih serve<in
that capacity. Antisemitism in the Nazi controlled
lands looks very much like "scape-goatism;"
4)

J. Maritain, Education at the Cross Road$(194.3);page 23.

:fr

. ·Bowie h~s declared that we have !Ost the sense
.of personal appreciation (As if we have ever had
it). 5 > We must develop an appreciation of other
individuals as the image bearers of the Most High;
Orie Will then think twice before he resorts to lynchings, various forms of' ostracism, and other ways
of getting rid of the people we do not like. It is
5)

W.R. Bowie, The Renewing Gospel (1935), page 194.

Christianization and not education that removes
the undesirable tensions. It is exceedingly unfortunate that the tensions seem to be stretched most
in the field of religious intolerance, where we would
expect Christianity to have been most potent. How.;:
ever, the fact is that Christianity has not always
been most effective in the religious groups. It has
riot been permitted to mold the hearts, the wills,
and the minds of men.
·

The Ethics of
Capital . Punishinent
Ralph Wildschuf
Sullivan. Mich,

l 'en···.
. ·.... OMINICK

PICCONE was. re 1 e as e d . The View.of
· .·
. from p r i s o n on March 17 ( 1942) , Clarence Darrow
··.·· .· ·· •. · ·· · against the better judgment of those
Now there are a large number of people who are
·
· who had studied his case. A psychiaopposed to capital punishment. In all fajrness, their
thc report filed with the· parole board described him
view should be considered; particularly since such
as 'assaultive and homicidal' and his conduct was
a famous criminal lawyer as the late Clarence Darsuch as to prompt sanity tests before he was rerow maintained that there is "not a single ad:missileased. Sixteen days after prison doors opened for ble argument infavor of capital puhfahment." He
WD:i}hey closed again on him, this time doubtless declares that from a strictly scientific, psychologi_.
~ort~e rest of his natural life. But in those 16 days cal standpoint, a premeditated murder had never
(# freedom he had. left a bloody 900-mile track been perpetrated. Capital punishment in no way
~cross Michigan and three men had met death at ,satisfies justice; rather, it is inhuman and has no
1,'iis. bands;';
effect whatever in eliminating murder. Although
it
may on first blush appear to be a very super..:
Thus reads the newspaper account of "the case
ficial
criticism, yet there are deeply rooted anteceof Piccone." Under the law there was no choice but
dents to Darrow's statement that he opposes cq.pito turn him loose on society. The editor now poig·- tal punishment because "it is too horrible a thing
nantly ol:>serves, "We have taken a more humani- for a State to undertake." Darrow's whole plea for
tarian and rational viewpoint of the criminal him- the abolishment of capital punishment rests upon
s.elf1 but in doing so, haven't we. been inclined to a sentimentalism which is the natural conco:mitant
ig11ore society's best interests?" This man is a wan- of a naturalistic and deterministic humanitarianism.
ton . murderer. He has received a murderer's reAccording to Darrow . and those like-minded,
ward. IS his punishment sufficient for the crime he there is nothing involved. in: the question of capital
has conimitted? Some affirm that it is. Others are punishment other than the matter of human feel"of. the opinion, if indeed not of the conviction, that ings .. Our attitude fowards the chminal, not 'exsuch crime should be punished by demanding the cluding the murderer, should be one. of sympathetic!
life of the criminal. Which view is the correct one? feelings. After all, is not the :crimil).~l as well as
every other creature the product of heredity and
For the sake of clarity, it is well to indicate ex- environment? And this being true, how can the
actly what it meant by capital punishment. It does criminal be held responsible? Should he J:lOt much
not in this connection refer to a death penalty for rather be the object of pity? Such ala unft>rtunate
a large variety of off ens es, such as was the case in individual's happiness should be promoted by.. giv..,
England some two centuries .ago. It pertains to ing him numerous enjoyments in prison; where. he
punishment by death forhomicide. And here again, is confined, not for .punishment, but for .self-defense
. reference is made only to murder, that is, unlawful because for some reason beyond bis · cqntiql .he is
unable to adjust himself to life.•~•.: · •positfop.with
. slaying, resulting from premediated and malicious
its related inferences, is a restJlt ·... •... e ratiorialism~ntent; The death.penalty fs to be imposed by the which has grown out of the p.rfJ;lc$l~s o:f the Fre:p.ch
~tate upon such. as disobey its injunction against Revolution an.d which has. proyided .a greatly dµni:p.· ~~Jiberate killing7
ished respect for authority. ·
· ·
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The Denial of
Sin cr.tld Guilt

•I

Those who oppose capital punishment on humanitarian grounds are largely motivated by their. philosophical .views. They act according to pragmatic
considerations, the emphasis being upon utility,
rather than upon principles. · Divine authority is
denied, and as a consequence, human responsibility
becomes meaningless. If the actions of a man are
conditioned solely by biological and sociological factors, what remains of responsibility? If heredity
and environment produce criminal tendencies, and
if. "every man's heart desires killing," as Darrow
puts it, no opprobrium attaches to the individual.
Such instincts must ratherbe ascribed to Nature
arid the uncompleted evolutionary process of the
human race towards a social Utopia. With the
denl.al of divine authority and human responsibility,
the concept of guilt no longer exists and penal justice disappears. According tQ the criminal-:anthropological school, of which Cesare Lombroso was an
ardent advocate, crime is a natural product of the
humari organism combined with unfavorable economic relations. This view goes so f~r as to rule out
evil. Finger declares: "Keine That iSt an sic gut
oder Schlecht; viel,mehr Wird sie dies nur in Beziehung auf den Menschen.'' Von· Lilienthal does . not
hesitate to say that a crime is permissible when that
is the only means by· which a certain desired end
can be accomplished, and it, ·therefore, ceases to be
a crime .. The idea of rewards and punishments is no
longer .acceptable'. Simons sees ·in rewards nothing
more than individual or communal self-praise. Of
course, on such a basis, punishment for criminal offense is ruled out. Instead of punishment, these selfstyled humanitarians want prevention, restitution,
and improvement. It aims· at the reform of the
crimin<lL Now upon this whole basis, it is no longer
difficult to understand Darrow's conviction that
there isn't a single admissible argument for capital
punishment. What was regarded formerly as the
guilt of the individual, is now seen as the. uncontrollable product of mec;:hanistic forces. Whereas in
the past the criminal was punished for his guilt,
penal justice today does no more than protect the
victim of circumstances, that is, the criminal, from
social danger.
.
It is not difficult to predict the eventual result of
such denial of guilt. With a consistent denial of
penal justice, government cannot function and anarchy will set in. Under such .a regime, nothing but
indiscriminate killing can be expected. Since there
would be nothing to constrain him, one man will
turn upon his. neighbor. This must, b,e the outcome
of a policy which does not duly' and sufficiently
punish those who deliberately and maliciously mur..:
der. Thus these opponents of . capital puni~hment
on humanitarian, evolutionistic principles sow the
wind and reap the whirlwind. But conditions of anarchy cannot long prevail. If men yver'e allowed to
fpllow their natural instincts, life would become

0
•
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impossible and society ·would exterminate itself.
There is enough of the spirit of self-preservation iii
men to avoid a mass suicide of the human race. Be..:
fore long it would be recognized that if penal justice is abolished, something musttake its place .tf
society is to continue. Whatever then·aids in pre-.
serving society and the State will be regarded as
right. What is right for the State will be right·for
the penalties it can inflict. Punishment becomes a
mere tool, necessary and beneficial for the presetva,;
tion of society. The result of all this is State-ab'"
solutism. ~te;·those who favor aboli., /
tion of capital pUrlls'hment maintain a position/ ·
which becomes ultimately .untenable· if• individual
life and liberty is to be· preserved.

The Danger
of Abolition
Various voices have declared the danger of abol:•
ishing capital punishment. ~t was the opinion of a
· number of eminent Scottish judges advising Parliament on this question that "It would not,b,e fo:rthe
interests of humanity that the well-conducted ariq
useful members of the community should be more:
exposed to deprivation of life by murder.·· in order
that the lives of murderers may be saved." G.
Doekes, in the Gereforrrieer,d Theologisch Tij<l~
schrift, writing on "De Doodstrafkwestie," •· warl;l'$
that the abolition or the neglect of capital Pl1nishment will produce a generation filled with murder~
lust, to the terror of faithful and law-abidipg.citi.,:
zens, who are helpless against this menace,· Even
though this is not the highest consideration, h~
judges this a sufficiently forcible ·a r gum en t fol;.
carrying out the divine ordinance for the pµniSh-::
ment of murder by death. He regards it as a ma.t-::.
ter of common sense that "de Goddelijke ordinanti~
ook wel terdege ten. . doel heeft, om een goedeh; orl'l
delijken en veiligen toestand onder menschen i31
stand te .houden." A French professor of Jaw has
pointedly said that if abolition of the death penaUY; ;
were sanctioned it should be heralded that"'hen¢e":
forth the law of France will guarantee the lives.of
none but murderers."
Now considered from the point of mere expedi'"
ency, is there anything that .justifies the practiee
of capital punishment? The Encyclopedia of Reli""
gion and Ethics, in a discussion of this topic, mus-:
ters a number of facts which are pertinent here~
First of all, most of the chief European States and
most of the States jn Am,erica have retained· the
death pen~lty in their penal 'codes (even though in
some of these lands the penalty isinfrequently exacted). Ill countries, such as Italy, Belgium, afid
Prussia, where ,.no execution for murder' has taken
place for a consi9.erable period of' time, there is .a
,swresponding increase in the homicide rate~ when
compared with a. country like England, where capi~
tal punishment still obtains and is in force. When
Switzerland"'aholished the death penalty, murders
increased seventy-five per ce:tlt in five years, causM

!ng several cantons to revert to the former penalty.
Whe .latitude allowed. juries in. France caused the
~nnual average of executions to fall to 1.8 in 19011905, while in the same period homicide increased.
In the United States (where, incidentally, lynching has been mercilessly practiced) a conviction is
secured in only 1.3 per ceht of the homicides which
occur: Chicago has an average of about one hundred and twenty murders a year, while London,
with four times the population of Chicago, has an
average of only twenty rnurders annually. A practical benefit from the death penalty is that it prevents a murderer from becoming a hero in the eyes
ofthe public through the newspaper publicity usually given to a ,sensational crime; Where capital
punishment is practised, very elaborate safeguards
are generally provided for the accused person, that
he may have a fair trial and that he rriay not innocently be put to death. He is provided with the best
counsel obtainable, entirely at the expense of the
State, according to Judge Talley of New York.

QJ:>je~tioll6 Against
Capital Punishment
The opponents of .capital punishment bring for~ard sevetal practical objections, none of which are
sufficiently weighty to be sustained. It is argued
t~at.·capital punish:ment··is wrong. because the ·innoc~nf ate sornetiines executed. But such an objection could be urged against any other form of punishment. As a :matter of fact, there are very few, if
any, known cases of those who have innocently
b~en .condemned. And even if it should occur that
an accused man is innocently put to death, is that
:n.of preferable to the alternative of increased :murger and.lawlessness? The fallibility of human judg..,
fnents always enters in. It should lead to minute
c:al'e in determining the guilt of the accused. Some
bBject thatthe disgrace of the guilty murderer falls
.upo:n innocent relatives. Would this argument not
b~sufficient. to dispense with ?.ll punishment? Fu:r;th~r obligations hre registered when it is claimeCl
that .capital .punishment is retaliatory, needlessly
$evere, unequal in administra ton. It is true that
!lie death penalty may not be a means for revenge,
but must ;be the result of justice. Many are of the
opinion that even the death penalty is .insufficient
for the enormity of the crime which is being punished. And as to inequalities, such will always be
the case, due to the unavoidable. subjective element
in human deliberations. There are those who,
through mere sentimentality and weakness, have
a horror of capital punishment because it might
fall Upon someone close to them, say a father, and
therefore simply could not be just! Certain sincere
individuals earnestly oppose the .death penalty on
the ground that it violates the sanctity of human
life~ But, i!i:may be replied, that it is exactly the
puppose .of capital punishment to protect human
llfe from violence. The objection. is also held that
theyde.ath penalty preventsamurderer from repent',-\'J'
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ing of his evil. The argument employed is sornewha t as follows: either he has repentE;?d and is,
t[lerefor:e, fit to remain in. this world; or .he has not
repented and is· thus deprived of the opportunity
for repentance. It is clearly evident that this argument rests upon a mistaken notion concerning the
operation of divine grace.

An Effective
Deterrent
Judge Alfred J. Talley, of the world's largest
criminal court, says that it is a fundamental fact
every man knows it is wrong to take another's life.
Upon the heart of every man. and on the statute
book of every civilized community is written the
law "Thou shalt not kill." Such a prohibition certainly carries a penalty for the violation of that la:W•
No penalty, no law. In all times there has been a
natural sense of justice ~nd retribution, as is also
attested by the great literary productions. Con~
cerning this human demand for justice and the. rec;.'.'-',
ognized need for suffering., B. B. Edwards writing
on "Imprecations in the ·scriptures" (Bibliotheca
Sacra, Vol. I) says:
·
When a crime of extraordiM,ry atrocity goes unpun~ '
ished, we feel that justfoe is. defrauded of.its dues. We
are indignant that such wrong should be unredressed.
While the crime is unatoned,?we have a feeling,
t
only .of insecurity, but that jqstice .has been viol
Public order is di~turbed; .a s~.ock has. been giv:!i
that sense of rectitude which I!'! common to man
when a great outrage i.s perpetr~ted, nothing will ca ' •
the perturbation of our moral na,ture bU:t .the in{!icfi<;>J.l\"'
of a penalty. . . . The .endurance of suffering is7an
indispensable condition for the r~turn· of peace. ~

It is attested by Judge Talley from his long legal
experience that the death penalty is the only thing
the criminal fears. Prof. D. R.;Goodwin almost a
century ago advanced it as his· .c.ohviction th'at no
other form of punishment than 1 ~he death. penalty
is fitted to produce so salutary a a.read and such an
effectual horror of the crime of murder. This
answers those opponents who say ·~hat capital pun··
ishment is no deterrent to murder~\· Because of the
·severity of the penalty, it also f4rnishes a· good
security against those who. would re'~ort to :methods
of private vengeance. "The object ·9f the punish- .
ment of crime," ~ays Judge Talley, )''mvst be.j:le.,
terrent and it must be vindictive;.-not:vindiCtiVe in
the sense of revengeful, but Jt must be imposeq so
.that the law and its majesty and sam::tity may b~
vindicated."
· · ·

Of Crime
and Punishment
Notwithstanding all that has been said 1 ~the rea~
question .involved in the. di.scussion of capft(:ll pun..,
ishment, is in its highest and deepest sense,·a reli-:gious one. Some abolitionists argue tha.t yengeanoe
belongs to God alo:p.e (:lnd that man cannot'd~'.mand
the death penalty for the Ir1Urderer; As. i.s appar::
ent, such reasoning will terminate by recogni~ing.
':\'H~ C~LVfN FORUM ·"' "'· ·~• OCTPS:ER, tll43~

for the jucUcfal rights of the diVinely appointe(l
. 'powers that be' ·(Rom. 13: 1) ." This is not the same
as saying that the government is merely a compact
of individuals who delegated to the· State. certain
·powers, as many today aver. The authority here
granted to the governing unit is not derived from
man, but directly from God Himself:
·~····
What are some of the things involved in th.is
divine prohibition against murder and the penalty
against the transgressor of this Genesis passage~
·God had created man good and in His own imag~,
and had given man dominion ove:r His creatures•
God blessed man, with the instruction to be fruitful and to multiply and to replenish the ea:rth. Thell
man fell into sin. ·Cain murdered his own brother;
Abel, thus violating God's law of love. Man, cr~ate('.t
in the'image of God and .made to enjoy life, turne<ll
against his brother to do him violence, shedding
his blood and depriving him of his life. Such actioli .
was an insult. against the majesty of the God iJ:l,
Whose image we are made. "No one," .says Calvin,
"can be injurious to his brother without wouri.di:rlg
God himself." He says further, "It is no cotnrrion·
proof of God's love towards us, .that he undertakes
the defense of our lives, and declares that h~ wt!l
be the avenger of our death. In saying that h.e Will
Bible Teaching on
exact punishment from animals for the viol.ated lif~
of men, he gives us this as an example. ·For .if, on
Capital Punishment
behalf of man, he is angry with brute .creatures V\Thd
The question is asked, Does the Bible demand are hurried by a blind impulse to feed upon hirg;
capital puhishment for the willful murderer? It is what, do we suppose, will become of the maJ1 who,
quite generally agreed that Genesis 9: 6 form(;llly unjustly, cruelly, and c on tr a r y to the sense' of
institutes capital punishment. There we read, nature, falls upon his brother?'1
"Whoso. sheddeth man's .blood, by man shall his
blood be shed; for in the image of God made he
man." Here is a clear declaration of God's instruc- The Sword
tion concerning the. killer. God requires that murderers be executed. Nothing is said of the mode of to Preserve Life
Thus God Himself taught men the sanctity of life;{ · ·
execution. Not the details of the execution, but the
principles for capital punishment are here given. Undoubtedly, after the first murder by Cain, killi11g •·
Now first of all, the objection may be raised that had increased so that just prior to the Flood, life•
God is here speaking to individuals, rather than to was no longer secure. What God demands in thi~
a sovereign State. Then how can one argue from Scripture passage is fundamental to life. Love 'tq
a private injunction to a State law? This does not God demands it. Love to one's neighbors likewis~.
really create such insurmountable problems. Natu:.. demands it. It is evident that this is not a tempor~Jj: .·.
rally at this time God could not address His words ceremonial law, but that it is a moral law whiclj_'
to a nation or a government. The world had just endures for all time. Not to exact a murderer's lif<=K
been destroyed by the flood and only Noah and his and to commute his sentence is in effect a human
family survived. Hence, , they were the only ones :repeal of divine law. The essential dignity of man's
to Whom this ordinance could come. Moreover, so- nature and the fundamental brotherhood of the
ciety was not yet developed into a compact State, human race, properly considered, require that.
but rather the family served as the fundamental human life be respected and that those who dis"'
unit of· government. Keil and Delitzsch, in their obey this injunction pay with their life. The ground
commentary on the Pentateuch. observe that, "It is assigned for this is man's creation in God's image.
true, the punishment of the murderer is enjoined On this score Calvin says, "Men are indeed unl
upon 'man' universally; but as all the judicial rela- worthy of God's care, if :respect be had only to them~
tions and ordinances of the increasing race were selves, but since they bear the image of God en'"
rooted in those of the family, and grew by a natu- graven on them, He deems himself violated in their
ral process out of that, the family relations fur- persons ..." Now it is evident that if murder was
nished of themselves the norm for the closer defini- to be punished with death because it destroyed the
tion of the expression 'man.' Hence the command image of God in man, the infliction of this punish.,
does not sanction revenge, but lays the foundation ment is not to be left to the caprice of indiViduals,

no government at alL Others refuse even fo ac;knowledge a Divine authority. Tayler Lewis, ·in
his essay on the Ground and Reason of Punishment,
gives a summary of this position when he says that
·the popular efforts for the abolition of capital punishment go "to the entire destruction of Whatever
is strictly penal in legislation, remove the very idea
of punishment, although they may retain the word,
strike at the vital principles of all law, and exhibit,
·oh the part of its advocates, a most peculiar virulence at the bare suggestion of the thought, that
the:re may be anything of a divine, a religious, or
a theological nature in the institutions and sanctiOns ·of government." The real need is.. to show that
capital punishment is right. Blackstone once said,
"Crim:i.nal law should be founded upon principles
that are permanent, uniform and universal; and always conform(;lble to the dictates of truth and justice, the feelings of humanity and the invincible
rights of mankind ..." All crime is sin; it is deliberate wickedness. If the criminal could not avoid
murder, murder would not be crime. But crime
must be pu:n,ished and prisons sh~uld therefore be
places of punishment.
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"but to those alone who represent the authority and
majesty of God, namely, the divinely appointed
rulers." .Thus was the sword put into the hands of
the magistrates to preserve life.
Some people allege that capital punishment may
have been binding at one time, but that it certainly
does not apply today. Thus it is viewed as a Semitic
custom of another day. But this position cannot be
substantiated. "Given to Noah, this statute was
designed for the universal family of man until repealed by the authority that imposed it. Not having
.been exclusively a Jewish statute, the abrogation
of the Mosaic economy does not affect its stability."
There is seemingly more cogency in the argument
of those who hold that the death penalty for murder conflicts with the commandment "Thou shalt
not.kill" and with the spirit of Jesus who preached
love to His enemies. As to the latter argument,
.Jesus Christ does not bring a doctrine conflicting
with the teaching of the Old Testament. Christ
came, according to His own statement, not to de;.
.stray the law, but to fulfill it. And if the Old Testa-

ment in Gen. 9: 6 teaches the sanctity .of human
life, this is certainly true of the Gospels. Christ has
come to redeem His people from sin. When He offered His life as a sacrifice for our sins, and shed
His blood for us, He pronounced the death penalty
upon him who is the murderer from the beginning.
As for the other objection, the sixth commandment,
"Thou shalt not kill," is designed to preserve human
life. This likewise is the purpose of capital punishment-to protect the lives of men against the ravages of those who have no appreciation for the value
of human life. And if there are. those who are still
moved by sympathy to defend the guilty murderer,
it is only necessary to remind them that the viG:tims of such murder are in greater need of sym.pathy; for when one person unjustly suffers his fel;.
low-men suffer with him.
The happiness of man lies in obedience to God's
law. God's law demanc;is that he who takes another's life shall lose his own. Talley appropriately
remarks ". . .when men disregard the·· faw, that
marks the beginning of a people's decay."

Tower View
(from the Penobscot)
"Forty-eighth, please."
A huge map below me!
·Long tapering ribbons
Divide it into small
Squares and triangles.
Moving in and out of the triangles,
Like crawling ants,
Are the two millions
Streams of colored toys
That would make any boy
Christmas-minded.
· Rolling endlessly onward
Over the ribbons; lines of metal and men.
Beautiful caterpillars,
(or are they going thirty-five per?)
endlessly on, on from where? To where?
As I gaze down, I appreciate the substance of glass.
I think of where I would land,
(and how) if the earth·
should tremble a bit;
And I think of how small
man must seem
in the eyes of God,
-ALBERT PIERSMA
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Design and Life
Evidences of Design in Inorganic Nature
Robert

E. D. Clark

Cambridge University
Cambridge, England•

E HAVE already remarked that living organisms can only exist if supplies of
.
. energy are available in a highly concentrated form. It is now time to enquire
what further conditions must be fulfilled.
Before doing so, however, it is well to realize precisely what assumptions we are making. In particular, what do we mean by living organisms? May
there not exist living beings quite different from
anything which we can conceive, beings whose existence is utterly unconnecteq with the physical
limitations which we are a,bout to impose upon
them? Have we, in .our ignorance of the vast univ.erse in which we dwell, any right to make conditions for the existence of life: conditions for which
nature may care nothing at all?
Th.e answer to these doubts is not so illusive as
we might at first sight suppose. In designing the
universe God might only have intended to populate it with beings-such as angels-whose existence is independent of their physical surroundings.
But such beings would no doubt be equally happy,
rio matter how the universe had been constructed..
They could dwell with equal felicity in vacuous
space, in the interiors of stars; on icy cold planets
or on the summits of volcanos. It is plain that if
we are thinking of beings of this kind, it is quite
meaningless to discuss the possibilities of beneficent design in inanimate nature. Our enquiry can
only have meaning if we are thinking of beings
whose existence is intimately connected with the
physical wor Id.

W

The Needs of Life
We may now consider the physical needs of living organisms of the kind we have in mind. First
of all it is clear that they must be organisms, that
is to say they must consist of parts which are differentiated and joined together. This point hardly
needs to be stressed, for an animal which is quite
undifferentiated, with "head," "legs" and "guts" all
consisting of the same amorphous mass, would not
really be an animal at all. Matter must, therefore,
be of such a kind that its constituent parts can join
together to give rise to diverse kinds of structures.
.Secondly, organisms must be capable both of
growth and reproduction. In other words they
must .be capable of absorbing amorphous material
from outside and ordering this in a highly characTIIE CA.LVIN FORUM
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teristic manner, so that it becomes a part of their
own bodies. Each organism must, therefore, be a
srnall chemical factory capable of producing a large
number of products and the physical conditions.
must be such that chemical reactions are able to.·
occur.
Thirdly, we must consider the question of energy
once more. Both growth and reproduction (as well.
as movement in the case of animals) will requite
a constant source of energy. Clearly, therefore, ail
environment suited to the needs of life must be
able to supply this energy. Arrangements will also
have to be made so that the energy may be "tapped';
wherever it is needed-in other words the energy
supply will have to be distributed as widely as pqssible~
·· ·.
If our interest centers upon animal as distinct
from purely vegetable existences-that is to say
upon creatures which can move from place to place
and perform operations upon their surroundings
(e.g., with tools)-it is clear that_they must possess
a potential supply of energy which can be .drawn
upon suddenly or preserved at will. There must,
therefore, be a mechanism by which the generaf
source of energy can easily be stored in material
bodies.
A further necessity arises in connection with organisms capable of movement. Two rigid solids grinding against one another can never be stable but will
wear one another away. If, therefore, animals are
to be composed of rigid parts (bones) the latter
must be separated by a cushion of liquid to serve.
as a lubricant. And this lubricant should prefer.:.
ably be one in which the chemical processes associated with repair and growths can take place.
Such are the main physical needs of living mattel
but another point must be noted before we consider
them in detail. If we find that the physical worid ·
has been so constructed that the various conditioris
necessary for life are realized, it will certainly con:•
stitute evidence of design, but not necessarily bene-.
ficent design. Beneficent design would involve not
merely that the conditions necessary for life had
been brought into being, but that there should exist
sentient living ·organisms capable of enjoying life.
In fact, the only way by which we could distin•
guish beneficent design from design which is not
beneficent, would seem to be by observing whether
the design of nature allowed of mere existence or
whether it allowed of something much more tban
mere existence-whether it allowed of sentient
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beings enjoying themselves to the full. In short,
has nature provided us with the necessities of life
alone, or with far more than those necessities?

Chemistry and Life
Our first condition concerned the kind of matter
which was necessary for life. We saw that for ora.t all, the constituent particles of
ganisms to .exist
.
rnatter must be capable of joining together to produce organized structures.
Now the fact of organization is so familiar that it
is only too easy for us to fail to appreciate its sigl1ificance. Yet if atoms are to join together, they
ml.1st attract one another. But what kind of attractive force is required? If we consider the ordinary
attractive. forces of nature-gravitation, magnetism,
~1ectrical force-which follow the inverse squcire
!aw, we shall see at once how impossible it would
be for atoms to combine to make differentiated
stiuctures by such means. The inverse square law
.49eS not permit of directional linkings of atoms.
true, it will enable three atoms to be held together,
put it will not hold them together in the order ABC
rather. than BAC. A large group of atoms held together by such means will, for the most part, be
at _liberty to change place.s with one another and
t4us destroy any order which they originally possessed.
'rbis i1> exactly what we find with the compounds
ofrnost of the elements. Thus we might, in theory,
irnagine a complex structure built up out of chlorine
and sodium ·atoms, but even if such a structure could
PEi made, .the mutual attractions of the atoms would
riot hold it in place and it would at once turn into
ordinary salt. In the common salt crystal the arrangement of the strong is determined from within,
PJ' the atoms themselves, and it is impossible to
impose a stable order upon them from without.
',

)

',

'F~e

Carbon

Atom
When we turn to nature in order to find out how
this difficulty has been solved, we find a very rernarkable fact. Of all the types of atoms known to
s~ience, ninety-three in number, one of them and
one of them alone possesses almost infinite powers
of self-combination. This is the carbon atom. If
we were to take a large number of these atoms (together with oxygen, nitrogen and hydrogen atoms
where needed) and put them together in the shape
of a dog, a motor-car, or a house, we should find to
our amazement that the carbon atoms would grip
one another firmly, so that when once made, these
and countless other shapes <would have considerable
stability. It is this astonishing property which
marks carbon off .from all other elements and makes
possible the existence of atomic architecture.
· There is no space here to discuss the force (known
a.s <:ovalency) ·which holds carbon atoms together,

but it is worth pointing out the limitations or this
same force in the case of other atoms. Take oxygen,
for instance. Two atoms of this element combine together vigorously; a combination of three is also
possible (ozone) though the product is unstable and
explosive, but further than this we cannot go.
Again, when three nitrogen atoms are joined together
they give rise to violently explosive compounds
( azides). There is evidence that up to six such atoms
may be joined, though all attempts to prepare a compound with six linked nitrogen atoms have hitherto
resulted in such violent explosions tha.t the ··expert:..:
ments have had to be discontinued.
'
With boron and silicon the limits are not reached
so rapidly but, sure enough, they are reached before
long and the resulting structures become unstable.
In other cases, even where atoms easily give rise
to compounds of the same type as those of carbon,
it often happens that an apparent stability masks
the fact that atoms and groups can in reality change
places with the greatest of ease. A good example
of this is afforded ·by the element mercury. This
metal can easily be made to combine with two carbon containing residues to give excessively poison:.
ous substances (liver poisons). But it is very difficult indeed to make these substances unless the two·
groups of atoms are exactly the same. The links are
in reality so weak that if we try to make a substance
A-mercury-B, we usually get instead a mixture of'
A-mercury-A and B-mercury-B.
There is no need to discuss the "co-valent" com-'
pounds of other elements in any further detail. Suffice it to say that modern chemistry clearly shows
that there is only one kind of atom out of which the
complex parts of living organisms could be built_.::
the atom of carbon. And it is noteworthy that cat'"
bon atoms are relatively abundant in nature, especially on the surface of the earth.

Carbon Dioxide
and Nitrogen
This is by no means the end of the story. It is not
sufficient for carbon to possess the property of combining with itself in order to make life possible...,,there must also be adequate supplies of the element
in a .suitable form which can be drawn upon by
organisms just as they are required.
It is here that the remarkable properties of carbon dioxide come into view. First of all, this gas is
soluble in molten rocks and so, while the earth was
cooling, it was liberated in great abundance as a re-,.
~ult of volcanic action. Then again, carbon dioxide
is fairly but not very soluble in water. The supply
is therefore distributed between the sea and the
air-and it cannot be washed out of the latter by
rain. It also absorbs heat rays readily and thus actS'
as a kind of blanket which prevents the earth losing
the heat which it receives from the sun. (In this
connection it is interesting to note that the enor'"
mous use-of coal and oilby mankind during the past
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century has considerably increased the carbon diox..,
ide content of the atmosphere which, in turn, has
resulted in a considerable warming of the world,
G. S. Callendar. Quart. Journal Royal Meteor. Soc.
1938. 64, p. 223).
Thus we see, that not only the element carbon
itself but the relations of the compound carbon
dioxide to the rocks, on the one hand, and to water
on the other, show yet further appearance of design,
The second necessity concerned growth a.nd reproduction. In each of these processes a physical
structure absorbs its surroundings, instilling its own
organization into them and turning them into further structures exactly like itself. In the first case
the cells of an organism grow and divide, while in
the second entirely new organisms come into being.
Now it would seem that there is only one way in
which a complex structure can reproduce its kind.
'.I'he various parts of which it is composed must be
able to attract and so pick out similar parts from a
surrounding mixture, until a skeleton structure like
itself has been produced. Then, finally, attraction
must be replaced by repulsion so that two separate
structures replace the one original.
Now if this process is to take place at all 1 there
must exist an atom which sometimes repels and
sometimes attracts other similar atoms and there
must also exist a simple mechanism by which the
change from attraction to repulsion and vice versa
may be effected. Moreover the atom in question
must be capable of combining easily with carbon
out of which, as we have seen, the main structures
of living organisms must necessarily be made.
Has nature supplied this need? Again we find
that in .actual fact there is one and only one kind of
atom which possesses the remarkable property we
require: it is the atom of nitrogen. This atom is
sometimes positively and sometimes negatively
charged and the change from one condition to the
other is brought about in the simplest possible manner, by changes in the acidity of a liquid. Moreover,
nitrogen gives rise to remarkably stable compounds
with carbon and this again is exactly what is required for life.
Thus we see that at least two of the elements
possess properties of a unique kind which are essential for the existence of living organisms. At this
point it is worth while turning for a few moments
to consider the properties of some of the other elements.

Hydrogen
and Oxygen
We ·find at once that several of these are quite
as remarkable as carbon and nitrogen. Hydrogen
and oxygen are a case in point. We have seen that
life cannot exist unless chemical reactions are possible. Now a vast number of reactions, in fact all
of those which take place with great speed, require
the presence of a suitable medium. To be effective
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this medium must have what is known as "ionising
power"'--it must pull groups of atoms apart so that
they may have a chance of redistributing them..,
selves and making new combinations.
Now it appears that the properties of both hydrogen and oxygen are ideally suited so that by their
combination they will form the very kind of liquid
· which we require. The hydrogen atom, which as a
rule only combines with one other atom, can sometimes combine with two. When this happens it
gives rise to compounds with strong free electric
charges. It is this process which takes place in the
formation of water and the resulting electric
charges within the water molecule are so strong
that they weaken the attractions between other
groups of atoms and thus enable many chemical
reactions to take place. It is for the same reason
too that water is such an excellent solvent.
Not only the atom of hydrogen but the atom of
oxygen is also anomalous when compared ·with
other similar elements in nature. In fact it is the
unique properties of hydrogen and oxygen jointly
which causes them to give rise to water, the prop.,
erties of which are profoundly different from what
we should have expected on analogy with hydrogen
sulphide, hydrogen selenide, etc.
The resulting structure of the water molecule
not only enables chemical reactions to take place,
but confers upon it many other properties which
make its presence on earth highly desirable. Thus
its extraordinarily high specific and latent heats
help to keep the earth at a more or less uniform.
temperature, while its remarkable property of expanding on freezing is of extreme value to marine
and fresh water organisms, since the floating ice,
which transmits heat but slowly, prevents the cold
from being felt very far below the surface.
Thus of the eight most simple elements, forming
the first period of the well-known periodic system,
it would appear that at least four possess properties which are essential , for life. ·concerning the
others--'helium, lithium, boron and fluorine-there
is little to be said. Traces of two of them, (fluorine
and boron) are needed by some organisms but it is
probable that many forms of life can exist without
them, while the other two are almost certainly not
essential to life.
Of these first eight elements five occur abundant:ly in the universe while three, lithium, boron and
fluorine, are only present in very small quantities.
Of the five abundant elements, helium is only abun...;
dant cosmically (e.g., in the stars) but is excessively rare on earth. Thus of the four terrestrially
abundant elements in the first period of the periodic
table, all four possess properties which are unique
and absolutely essential for the existence of life.
The remarkable character of this fact is at once
apparent. Long before any life existed on earth,
the earth's surface was provided with the very elements which would in time be needed. Nor is there
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the

any plausibility in
suggestion that life adapted
itself to.the conditions on earth, for, as has already
been pointed out, we have been considering only
the basic requirements of life in any physical form,
without reference to life as we actually find it.

Other Elements and
Design for Life
With :regard to the other and more complex elements, comparatively little is yet known as to how
far they are needful for life. It is possible that the
roles of phosphorus and perhaps sodium, potassium
and· iodine could not be played by other elements,
though iron might be replaced by vanadium or copper and calcium by strontium. There is much scope
for future research along these lines but remarkable evidences of what appear to be design are evident among the tangle of somewhat disconnected
facts at present available.
For instance, it is obviously necessary that there
should be an abundant supply of an element, some
of the compounds of which are easily soluble in
water so that it may be readily available, and some
· insoluble so that hard parts such as bones may
readily be built up. Moreover, since organisms obtain their carbon from carbon dioxide, it would be
reasonable to expect that a designer of the world
would have arranged matters so that the element
in question would tend to be soluble when carbon
dioxide was abundant, and insoluble when carbon
dioxide was scarce. In this way an organism would
be supplied with hard parts just in proportion as
its soft carbon-containing parts developed.
Now, just as we should have expected, we find
that nature contains a common element with the
required properties-the element calcium. Calcium
easily dissolves in water containing carbon dioxide,
but is precipitated as calcium carbonate when the
gas is removed from solution.
, Then· again, we may take a further instc;mce, this
:time of a more speculative kind. We shall see in the
next article that the scene of life must necessarily
be the surface of a relatively cool planet. Now, in
the normal course of events, such a planet would
go on cooling and therefore shrinking almost indefinitely, with the result that there would be a
never-ending succession of violent earthquake
shocks which serve to release the strains set up in
the process. In point of fact, such disturbances are
astonishingly rare-far rarer than we should expect
them to be. We now know that the reason for this
is to be found in the fact that radio-active elements
are generating heat in the earth's crust practically
as fast as it can escape, with the result that· large
disturbances in the earth's crust are events .of the
last rarity. Thus nature has provided us with a
particular kind of atom which greatly increases the
safety in which living organisms can live. Indeed,
the. problem created by the earthquake has been
entirely reversed in recent years: we may wen be

thailkful that nature seems to have gone out of ·her
way to reduce these terrible events to a minimum.
[This article is the third in a series on the subject of Design
in Inorganic Nature and will be followed by two more.:-Editor.] ·

Principia---Non Homines
iHE last day of this month will be a day of
prailks and phantoms, of simulated ghosts
. and witches - celebrating no one knows
what. For Protestants everywhere it will
be Reformation Day. For many a Catholic preacher
it will mean celebration of All Saints Day but also
another opportunity to propagate an old, old lie:
that "the Protestant Revolution was brought on be".'
cause a man refused to be bound to the Church's
principle of penance."
We wish to emphasize that the Reformation does
not date to a man, but to the rebirth of principles.
Principia, non homines!
On Hallow'een, 426 years ago, the silent streets
of the old university town of Wittenberg reechoed
to the staccato tapping of a hammer. Against the
shadowy door of the Castle Church, a deeper
shadow stands silhouetted against the pale background of a sheet of paper. For Martin Luther, the
tapping of that hammer was only to fasten upon
the door 95 points of doctrine and practice in which
he disagreed with the abuses of his church, and he
wished merely to bring them to light by public debate. Unconsciously, the tapping of his little hammer sounded the death-knell of an ecclesiastical
unity that had existed almost unbroken for l5 centuries. Luther was not aware of the portentous:results of his innocent midnight rapping. He was set::
ting the stage for that vast complex of faiths which
is modern Christendom. He was setting standards
that would lead to wide-spread reform even in the
church that excommunicated him.
Luther was born of a miner family in Eisleben,
a family that believed in education. Finally Martin
was studying law and philosophy at Erfurt and sud.:.
denly at 22 he plunged himself into a monastery.
Nota bene, he chose an Augustinian order! That
choice revealed a deep soul struggle. The struggle
led to reactions of intense monastic piety. He .in~
vented means of torturing himself, he confessed
and did penance for the most trivial sins until his
superiors had to forbid him to do more for fear of
losing his life. But the trouble was, he sensed the
great gulf between his sinful self and God's righteousn.ess and knew only the way of work-righteousness to bridge it. His teacher, John Nathin, had
forbidden independent Bible study,
Then came vicar-general John Staupitz who revoked· the order, and showed them that Christ stood
between the wrath of God and the sinner. Like an
electric arc, Romans V touched Luther's soulstruggle and .light burst forth.
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THE FIRST PRINCIPIUM: Righteousness by Faith.
The inner revolution brought little o u t w a r d
change. He remained a loyal monk. He interrupted
his. university work to go as a pilgrim to Rome.
Eagerly he visited every relic and shrine, he climbed
the Scala Santa on his knees, when sudden 1 y
through his memory passed the words, "The Just
shall live by faith," and the whole vain system of
petty work-righteousness struck him. He stood bolt
upright and walked down again.
He returned to Wittenberg and gave a series of
university lectures so popular that the citizens left
the streets and enrolled as students to hear them.
Such a mouth could not remain closed when Tetzel
came selling indulgences for actual or contemplated
sin. In vain do Catholics today defend that scandal
by saying that they still must cater to the "ignorance of many Catholics." It is to be feared that
the whole hierarchy was reared on the rotten foundation of lay ignorance! This crystallizedTHE SECOND PRINCIPIUM: The Priesthood of
All Believers.
This he organized under four heads:
1. By faith a man goes directly to God.
2. The Church is not the door, Christ is; the
Church is only the· sign-post.
.3. The work of a kitchen maid is as holy as the
meditations of a monk.
())4. From that follows the educating function of
)J,.,
the Church in the means of grace.
t)
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There followed four years of growing influence
and opposition. Finally the Diet met in the presence
of Emperor Charles Vat the city of Worms. Luther
was confronted with two questions:
Were the books on the table his?
Was he willing to retract them?
The first question he answered promptly'. The
answer to the second he could consider until the
next day. And on the next day, groggy with loss
of sleep, his eyes shadowed by anxious watching
and prayer, but his mind set like flint, he made his
famous.choice: "Here I stand, God help me, I can...
not do otherwise."
What has that choice not meant for his future
life; What has it not meant for future Christian"
ity! For in it was formulated THE THIRD PRINCIPIUM: The Sole Authority of
Scripture.
These are the irrevocable principles upon whicJ:i
Christianity stands or over which false Christianity falls. Without them, say what you will, you have'
not Christianity any more than Jeroboam had
Mosaic law at Dan and Bethel.
Let us not now begin to compromise. Let us not
now return to a false righteousness. Let us not now
be misled by the glib tongues of human leaders: .
Let us cling to:

PRINCIPIA-NON ROMINES!
Ala Bandorr

From Our Correspondents

AUSTRALIAN CALVINISTIC SOCIETY
The Manse, 8 Myers St.,
Geelong, Victoria,
Australia.
20th Aug., 1943.
Prof. Clarence Bouma, A.M., Th.D.,
Calvin Theological Seminary,
Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Dea1r Doctor:
~HE fourth annual meeting of the Australian Calvinistic
\..:} Society was held in the Presbyterian Assembly Hall,
Melbourne, during the. last week in July. Prof. John
Gillies was re-elected president of the Society; all other officeoearers were also re-elected.
The progress of the Society during the past four years has
been most encouraging, rarely has a meeting been held without names of those desiring to become members being submitted
to the committee. Papers delivered before the Society have
been published in various periodicals, and before the war restrictions on man-power, paper, etc., prevented it, the Society
published the papers in pamphlet form.
In November 1942, the Reformed Theological Review was
published. This venture was launched under what appeared to
be, most unfavourable conditions. Australia was threatened
with invasion, war industry had made tremendous demands on
man-power; and as we depend mainly for our paper supplies
on overseas, we could give no assurance that we would be able
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to bring out a second issue. The reception of the Review also
presented a problem, as no other journal of a similar type ii
published here, and so far as our knowledge serves us, we doubt
if there was ever a purely theological periodical published in
Australia. Under these circumstances we had no indication
that a scholarly exposition and defence of the Reformed F.aith
would have. a wide enough appeal to make it a financial possi~
bility. The treasurer's report, read at the annual meeti~g,
stated that the financial position of the Review was satisfactory,.
In May 1943 we brought out the second issue of the· Revie-lq1
a copy of which I forwarded to you some weeks ago. .Af
present articles are being prepared for the third issue which
we expect to come off the press during November. Principal
T. C. Hammond is preparing an article on the "Atonement'!c,
The Rev. A. MacDonald on "Scottish Disruption", Prof. N.
MacLeish on "Christian Education". We feel that in the pub~
lishing of the Review, the Society has made a definite. contribution to influence the theological thinking of those who are
sincere and earnest students of theology.
In the course of the meeting, the Rev. Robert Swanton proposed that a study group be formed, and suggested as the subject of study Calvin's Institutes. The group is to meet monthly,
members taking the lead in turn. Mr. Swanton pointed out
that a systematic and thorough study of the Institutes could
be made if a definite order of treatment was set down to covei:
a given period of time, a two or three-y!-!a:r plan. It seems
to me that the proposal· would be on similar lines to the Calvin-

i•ilo Study
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The paper of the evening was prepared by the Rev. McLean
of Bendigo, Vic., on "Calvinism and Capitalism". Mr. McLean
dealt with one of the favourite weapons of Socialistic Liberalism, that Calvin was the founder of modern capitalism, and
exposed the illogical thinking of the opponents of Calvinism
and their ignorance of Calvin.
This ignorance of Calvin on the part of many ministers and
churchmen, who are influenced by the proposed new socialistic
order, gives rise to a tendency to regard Calvinism as a philosophy championing the privileged classes. Socialistic liberalism has one thing in common with that ruthless type of industrial organisation which would treat human beings as robots,
they both completely ignore the sanctity of human personality,
the spiritual values. The former concentrates on social services, and in order to put into operation their theory of socialism, of necessity it must be a system of regimentation. The
sanctity of personality is completely ignored. Our liberalistic
fellows would undoubtedly repudiate this statement, but it is
impossible to see how personal liberty can be retained under a
system of regimentation. The latter, modern industrial organisations which worship at the shrine of production and profits,
tend to destroy the creative workmanship and self-expression
of the individual. This is not an attack on mass production
which has brought so many things within reach of the average
person, but rather to point out the failure of so many industrial organisations to acknowledge these God-given faculties.
The great danger, it appears to me, is with social liberalism,
as the organised Church is involved by misguided ecclesiastics
and those whose convictions are determined by popular applause, and. who are prepared to merge the ecclesiastical into
the civil body. One can vizualize the Church of socialistic lib~ralism becoming an inferior department of social service under
the state, stripped of her royal prerogative of separate and independent dignity, no longer capable of entering into an alliance
upon equal terms.
Calvinism acknowledges the need for social services and also
for production and profits, but it creates an even balance and
preserves the sanctity of human personality and spiritual values.
So long as Calvinism is embraced, the Church will be in full
possession of the power and prerogatives Christ has vested
in her.
Warmest regards,
Yours very sincerely,
ARTHUR ALLEN.

RELIGIOUS NEWS AND COMMENTS
Amen is out.
After six years of labor by a Committee to revise the Hymnal,
the Episcopalians are going to have a new book of praise. The
new book is different from the old in that the 'Amen' after
most. hymns is eliminated. So also is "The Battle Hymn of
the Republic". But a Negro spiritual has been added: "Were
You There When They Crucified My Lord." The Archbishop
o:f Canterbury should be pleased with his American brethren.
He thinks that "Amen" at the close of a hymn is a 'bore'.
It is,-except after hymns of prayer or doxologies.

District Attorney of Racine County for their opm10n as to
whether bingo, raffles, etc., could be played at the church festival. Wrote the Deputy Attorney General of Wisconsiii on
behalf of the Governor: " . . . Bingo has been held by the
Wisconsin Supreme Court to be a lottery. As a lottery is
prohibited by law, and to the extent that any of the other
games referred to in your letter constitute gambling, they are
prohibited by law". It seems that in this respect the State is
better versed in Ethics than the Racine Church. Cicero would
say, 0 Tempora, 0 Moresi

Stalin Among the Prophets?
The Holy Orthodox Eastern Catholic and Apostolic Church,
better known as the Greek Orthodox Church, has been disestablished in Russia since the Revolution. But now Stalin,
for reasons of his own and known only to himself, has dined
three Metropolitans: Bishop Alexis of Leningrad, Archbishop
Nicholas of the Ukraine, and Bishop Sergei of Moscow. At
this most unusual and festive spread the three Metropolitans
made known to their hospitable host that the Orthodox Church
plans to assemble a council of bishops, to elect a Patriarch,
and establish a Holy Synod. Comrade Stalin favorably con~
sidered these suggestions and stated that there would be no
obstacle on the part of the Government. What meaneth this?
The Moscow radio did not explain.

Witches of Endor.
Lord Dowding, of England, well known for his share in the
R. A. F. defense when London was 'blitzed' by the Luftwaffe,
is receiving messages from R. A. F. men who have lost their
lives .in battle. Sample messages: "Dont grieve for us. We're
the lucky ones. We've never been so happy". "We are 0; K."
Lord Dowding's comment: "There is a great organization of
Air Force men on the other side • • . "
We have had Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, then came Sir Oliver
Lodge, and now we have Lord Dowding. But the last named
is the best. He read to an audience the other day in a noonday Anglican Church service in London, a letter dictated to
him by the spirit of a sailor reported as 'missing in action'! ! !

Episcopalian Union-Mindedness.
For several years the Episcopal Church and Presbyterian
Churches have studied the matter of Church Union. Basic
principles were discovered and formulated. These will be presented in October, in Cleveland, to the Triennial Convention of
the Episcopal Church. This matter has also been before preconvention diocesan meetings this summer. But, twenty-nine
of seventy-one reporting dioceses failed to bring up the matter.
Eight were opposed to the principles, four took no action,. six
were non-committal, one said the time was not ripe for action,
another thought it best to study the matter still more, etc., and
only two instructed their delegates to vote for the issue. Knowing the great differences between the two denominations, it
would appear that the dioceses have a great deal of good, com'".
mon sense.

Unintentional Praise.
.

The Intelligencer-Leader in a special attention-demanding
'box' says: "The President of General Synod Proposes-That,
every minister and consistory begin NOW to plan for those
catechetical classes and that weekday Bible School. Let us
gain that ground we have lost. Prepare a personal letter to
be sent to every child and youth, urging the importance and
value of this work". To this we add 'Amen'.

The Christian Century has reviewed "The Word of God and
the Reformed Faith" in a July issue. This book contains the
Proceedings of the Second American Calvinistic Conference.
Says The Christian Century: "Extreme conservatism both theological and in biblical interpretation, again flings down its challenge". Again,-so the Century says. Faith in God, Christ,
and the infallible Book still alive? The faith of the Fathers
living still? Living in spite of Humanism, Modernism and .the
sword of Skepticism? Yes. The Christian Ceritury reviewer
read well anq discerningly; the book does convey a challenge.

Church-State-Gambling.

Praise with Instruments and Pipe.

A church in Wisconsin (the authorities will not reveal the
identity of the church) requested both . the Governor and the

Since its organization in 1860 the Free Methodist Church
has by constitution forbidden the use of instrumental music

Catechetical Classes Needed.
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in all of its churches. This year in the General Conference
the possible introduction of music in the services was discussed. The Conference decided to let each State Conference
decide for its own territory. Results so far: The Genesee
Conference in the State of New York said No! to music.
But the Wisconsin Conference voted 26 to eleven to permit
music in Divine services. However, a congregation does not

have to introduce piano or organ accompaniment if it does
not desire it. The method of the Free Methodists is to go
back to God's methods as recorded in Psalms 149 and 150.
JOHN G. VAN DYKE.
[We appreciate the willingness of Correspondent Van Dyke
to resume at our invitation his former responsibility of furnishing a few columns of interesting religious news spiced with
equally interesting comments.-EDITOR.]

Of Books and· Reading
HUTCHINS ON COLLEGE EDUCATION

system in which the emphasis shall fall upon the intellectuaf
process, upon ideas,· thinking, and general truths, and a~ the
end of which the A.B. degree is to be granted. After.. comN this little book President Hutchins of the University of pletion of this the best .students should enter the university
Chicago gives us the material presented in a series of lec- for graduate study while others should prepare themselves for
tures at the Louisiana State University, together with two the professions and practical life.
The final chapter is an excellent one. In it Dr. Hutchins disadditional chapters, one of which is a brief autobiography and
cusses the confusion prevalent in education owing to a lack of
one a discourse on how to save our colleges.
a clearly defined educational philosophy having its roots in
The autobiography was introduced obviously for the purpose the common conviction of a community and the evil conse~
of showing that at the age of forty-three the author had no . quences of this confusion for the individual. and the state.
more education than that which a college sophomore at the He argues that reverence for truth and virtue is essential to
age of eighteen, or twenty at the most, ought to have. lt' true freedom. He makes a plea for such a reformation in our
follows that a system of education that does not educate should education as will inculcate a knowledge of the. standards of
be superseded by a much better one.
truth and justice and will inspire love for them. It remains
In the second chapter in which he discusses the aims of edu- to add by way of criticism that the author interprets morality
cation, Dr. Hutchins discovers the reasons why American edu- and wisdom altogether onesidedly in terms of the purely
cation fails. The first of these is the popularity of skepticism rational.
J. G. v ANDEN BOSCH.
which glories in not being able to know anything or in a refusal
to make any commitment to any kind of knowledge. The second is the vogue of presentism, or the pragmatism of James
BUTTRICK ON PRAYER
and Dewey, with its repudiation of a priori truths and of the PRAYER. By Geor,ge Arthur Buttrick, Abingdon-CokesbU:rif
Press, New York and Nashville. 1942. pp. 333. $2.75.
past and its emphasis on the study of the present with a view
to immediate results. The third he calls scientism, by which
BUTTRICK is the well-known pastor of the Madison
he means the science that never arrives at absolute truth, but
Avenue Presbyterian Church in New York City. Born
only at truth that is tentative and progressive in its nature
and educated in England, he also holds honorary d~~
and is always strictly modern or up~to-date. Lastly, President grees from several colleges and universities in this country.
Hutchins pays his respects to the anti-intellectual tendency He is a past president of the Federal Council of Churches of
which, afraid of reason, resorts to sentimentalism and the pri- Christ in America. He is author of books in the field of apolomacy of the will, a tendency which by dire necessity leads to getics, and concerning the life and teachings of Jesus; but It
the enthronement of the irrational. These four isms have led is widey agreed that the book under review is his very best.
the American mind astray so that all is confusion in economic,
Buttrick will broach no compromise with any natural science
political, and social spheres. In place of these he would place attitude toward prayer. In this work he points up the antith~
metaphysics, or a system of education that exalts wisdom and esis between the natural conception of prayer and the supergoodness and the standards of life implied in these two words. natural, taking his stand on· the latter. There is no middle
The author's analysis of present-day tendencies shows intimate ground for him, and no compromise between the mechanistic
acquaintance with currents of thought, and his criticism is natural science conception of the universe and the "central
trenchant not only, but also sound. If only he would substitute creativeness of prayer." Therefore he urges in very strong
the Christian religion for metaphysics, we would be willing to terms that we bring prayer out of the "false totalitarianism"
follow him all the way.
of scientific theory back to the conception of prayer as involving
In the chapter "Materialism and Its Consequences" Dr. the three great fundamental principles (termed by Buttrick "the
Hutchins accuses American education of stressing the useful
assumptions of Jesus") of the personality of God, the real
and the· informational, that which helps in securing more ma- freedom of man, and the faithfulness (fixity, dependability)
terial goods. These low aims he ascribes to the materialistic of the universe together with its flexibility. This world is subideals that control our life. Any system of education reflects ject to the influence of a personal God, in answer to man's
what is uppermost in the thought of a people. A river cannot petitions for help.
i;ise higher than its source. Hence materialistic thinking proAlthough one is inclined to disagree with Buttrick's concepduces materialistic education. The remedy suggested is the tion of the uniqueness of Jesus as derived fundamentally from
substitution of moral, rational, and spiritual standards for the Jesus' prayer life, yet his clarion call to a return to Jesus to
materialistic. So far so good. But again Dr. Hutchins does understand the meaning of prayer does warm the heart of
not go far enough. Merely to seek "the common good as de- orthodox me~. There is an emphatic rejection of the naturaltermined in the light of reason" is to hold too low a view of istic origin of prayer as derivable from the study of the primithe "moral, rational, and spiritual nature" of man.
tive mind in its fear-complex.
I consider a great value of this book to be its contemporanIn the chapter "How to Save the Colleges" the author advocates his favorite scheme of combining the last two years eity. This book was written in the time of world upheaval
of high school with the first two years of college into a new and the inward chaos of man's heart. The unrest of the masses

EDUCATORS FOR FREEDOM. By Robert M. Hutchins, Louisiana
State University Press, Baton Rouge, La. $1.50.
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is the result of the spiritual debility of our age. There is
need of the revival of faith which can come only from God,
and through the medium of true prayer. He says: "those who
pray are the real light bearers of any age." Prayer is exceedingly crucial. In our day· when knowledge-----castronomy,
psychology, natural science-has reached an impasse, and when
man's skill has become suicidal, we have discovered that we
have tried to "play over Providence,'' and now we must realize
·that we are not the creators of this world, nor can we bend
it to our selfish will. We must look for help beyond ourselves. Prayer is the rock on which we can live, not just an
escape mechanism. Only prayer to God as personal yie!<is an
escape from our modern predicament.
This book is a scholarly work, even though the author in
modesty mentions it as the product 'of four summers spent in
northern Michigan in a place remote from theological libraries.
He blasts the defective theories of prayer wide open by a
simple analysis of prayer as real comradeship and communion
with God. There is the devotional imperative of the confrontation by God to understand prayer. Moreover, the psycho-.
logical approach to prayer yields real insight in this disputed
field. Although seeing a certain value in modern philosophies
of religion, the author makes clear many of their errors from
the spe~ific point of view of prayer. Petitionary prayer is for
him basic to all prayer. It is elemental in our soul-life, and
demands that we, therefore, deliberately dis;wow dogmatic
interpretations of natural law.
·
The work . is comprehensive; part I being a preli:ip.inary
study of the spiritual crisis of the world today, and the prayer
life of Jesus. Part II concerns the defective theories of prayer,
th.e fundamental assumptions of prayer, the problems of petitionary and intercessory prayer. The psychology of prayer
is extensively treated in part III. Whereas most books are
more concerned with psychology than with prayer, in this
section Buttrick shows that in a real study of the psychology
of prayer, prayer is of first concern. In part IV the author
,turns to the very practical question of How to Pray?, both in
the secret of one's inner chamber and the public gathering
of God's people.
The author shows a masterful knowledge of the literature
in the field under study. He writes with great clarity. His
illustrations are interesting, sometimes far-fetched. There is
th.e impartation of a personal interest in prayer, giving the
book the flavor of devotional literature at points, particularly
in the last part. Fo.r any who have neglected prayer, whether
Iayinen or clergy, here is a book that will aid in the revivification of prayer-life.
.One is disappointed at the lack of real emphasis on Jesus
Christ as our Intercessor. There is an occasional leaning to
th.e positions of Higher Criticism. One finds difficulty in understanding a concept of prayer as "process, constantly recreating." The emphasis on Comradeship in prayer, Friendship
. with God, whkh is very strong in this book, leaves one with a
sense of the nearness of God, but seems to rob the truth of
God's person of its aspect of infinity and transcendence.
Regardless of these criticisms, this work is well worth reading and re-reading. The fact is1 re-reading it is the only way '
to appreciate it, it is so filled with valuable material.
JOHN E. LUCHIES.
Lansing, Michigan.

A SOUTH-AFRICAN DOCTOR'S THESIS
AND BABYLONIAN-ASSYRIAN PROVERBS (Bybelse en
Babiloniese-A8siriese Spreuke), by Prof. Dr. S. Du Tait,
at the Christian Publishing Co., 112 Market St., Johannesburg, South Africa, 19!.2. Price 8 shillings; 172 pa,ges,

:BIBLICAL

(?"!_HIS work, written not in English but in Afrikaans, is a
splendid dissertation approved for the degree of Doctor
Divinitatis, by the University of South Africa. Dr. S.
Du Toit. is a professor at the Potchefstroom Theological School
and at the University College of Potchefstroom, South Africa,

l:J
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Here is a doctoral dissertation that abounds in evidence and
that thus succesfully avoids unsupported assertions. The preface tells us that it represents the work of years. The evidential manner in which the main position of this thesis is supported amply justifies the degree thus earned.
The literary forms of the Biblical and Babylonian-Assyrian
proverbs are compared and contrasted in great detail, and
their relationships are studied from various angles. The Babylonian-Assyrian proverbial literature is generally regarded as
coming in large part from a time much before the exile; and
so the late, higher-critical, post-exilic date of the Scriptural
Book of Proverbs has become less. acceptable from this critical
.11tandpoint, due to the discovery of much more ancient proverbs
found in Mesopotamia.
The Aramaic proverbs of Ahikar found in Egypt are also
studied by the author, because of their possible Babylonian
background. The present reviewer has also wrestled with those.
The religious and ethical contents of the Biblical and the
Babylonian-Assyrian proverps are contrasted and compared by
Dr. Du Toit, and touching the question of derivation a close ·
study is made of the data.
This work is excellent for methodology. No hypothesis is
accepted until it has been thoroughly tested with an abundance
of Biblical and extra-Biblical evidence, which is adduced in
great detail, so that the reader has no ipse-dixits with which
to deal, but evidence, mainly Hebrew and Babylonian, but also
some evidence derived in part from other cognate Semitic languages. The thesis is also splendidly organized, and contains
well-supported summaries of conclusion, after each array of
evidence.
A matter of some interest is that Prof. Dr. S. Du Toit considers the Hebrew word "amon" in Proverbs 8 :30 to be an Assyrian
loan-word, ummanu, so that its meaning accordingly is architect, wise-person, artificer, master-worker, in line with the
Americai;i Standard Version. However, no Biblical proverb
can be traced to a Babylonian-Assyrian proverb, or vice versa,
No such similarity of materials exists. On the other hand,
Proverbs 23 :13ff is regarded by Prof. Du Toit as having in~
fluenced the Aramaic proverbs of Ahikar 81, 82.
Dr. S. Du Toit presents a general conclusion, of which the
following is a free translation: "After a careful study of all
the factors that have a bearing upon the matter, we come to
the conclusion that the statements-mentioned in the introduction-concerning the dependence of the Biblical Proverbs
upon the Babylonian-Assyrian cannot be accepted. It cannot
be denied that there are striking similarities; especially with
respect to the formal characteristics. There is a high degree
of probability that, in this field, Babel-at least with regard
to certain elements-has served as teacher. With respect to
the material characteristics, the similarity is the most striking
on the score of the demands for deftness and cleverness, less
in the field of ethics, while the gulf is widest in the sph.ere of
religion (in the more limited sense). Except that certain
words are most probably derived from Babylonia-Assyria, and
also certain mental images, we have not discovered a single instance of similarity from which it would be possible to conclude
to a dependence from the side of the Bible. On the other hand,
the proverbs of Ahikar differ in such a measure from the
rest of the Babylonian-Assyrian wisdom-literature, that we are·
led to the conclusion that these proverbs have undergone influence from the side of the Old Testament. Probably the wisdomliterature of the Old Testament became known in Nineveh
through the exiled Israelites; and the mixed' population of Bet-el
acquired an Aramaic recension of the proverbs of Ahikar before
a portion migrated to Egypt."
This last statement summarizes the view of Prof. Du Toit
to explain the phenomenon that in Egypt Aramaic proverbs
were found that had apparently been influenced by the Scriptural Book of Proverbs.
The bibliography of Prof. Dr. S. Du Toit naturally contains
many technical works, but it also contains titles in the field of
TH'.E CALVIN FORUM
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Old Testament science that may be 0:£ interest to the general
reader of THE CALVIN FORUM, such as the following: Prof.
G. Ch. Aalders, Bijbelsche Spreµken en de Onderwijzing van
Amen-ope; Cowley, Aramaic Papyri of the Fifth Century, B.C.;
Edelkoort, Het Zondebesef in de Babylonische Boetepsalmen;
Grosheide, en anderen, Bijbelsche Handboek; Hall, Ancient
History of the Near East; Langdon, Babylonian Wisdom;
Noordtzij, Gods Woord en der Eeuwen Gettiigenis; Oehler,
Theology of the Old Testament; Oesterley, Proverbs; Olmstead,
History of Palestine and Syria; Toy, Proverbs.
·of course the dissertation is based in the main on Babylonian inscriptions and the Book of Proverbs. It contains
many Babylonian quotations transliterated into our letters, ·so
that the attentive general reader can follow part of the evidence. But parts require some knowledge of Babylonian.
I have enjoyed the work immensely and highly recommend
this South African product of Old Testament science. From
Proverbs 22 :21 it seems that the wise men trained political
leaders, and this context may help to solve some of the problems of the author.
MARTIN J. WYNGAARDEN.
Professor of Old Testament Science,
Calvin Seminary, Grand Rapids, Mich.

BLITZ, DICTATORS, AND DYNAMITE
OUT OF 'l'lIE BLITZ, by P. G. S. HopWfJod,
Company; 190 pages, $2.00.

Fleming H. Revell

C'l_f)ERE is a vivid account of the bombardment of B.ritain
by a prominent British clergyman, who as a pastor
tells us of the people whom he shepherds in the
midst of this man-made devastation. We are witnesses to
merciless bombing which caused buildings and cities to totter
but failed to break the spirit of the British people, The author
takes special pains to show us the effect of the indiscriminate
bombings upon the churches, upon their houses of worship,
upon their clergy and membership. He also gives an answer
to the question: "What influence have the bombings upon the
spiritual life of the masses?" In a chapter entitled "Rival
Realms" the author pictures the church of Germany and Japan
in the struggle against the totalitarian encroachment of the
state. In diagnosing the evils of .moral and spiritual disintegration which precipitated this struggle, the author takes
pains to point out that the democracies have the same disease,
but that the infection has not advanced quite as far as in the
totalitarian nations. In suggesting a three-point program for
the church the author lays bare the failure of the church,
especially in the realm of education, for, "if we claim to be
struggling for Christian standards of life over against the
twisted standards of Naziism, it seems ludicrous to plan the
education of the children on the flat level of secµJar requirements, and so grow their powers within what is virtually an
atheistic environment devoid of any spiritual background" (p.
149). Although one may not altogether agree V{ith the author
in his reconstruction program, yet his realistic description of
devastated Britain and his clear diagnosis of the disease of
Western civilization make this volume valuable reading.

t.11.t

DICTATORS CAN'T WIN. By Sam L. Noel.
lishing House; 126 pages; $1.00.

Zondervan Pub-

~IS

volume, which among other things is a· brief history
dictatorship from antedeluvian Nimrod to modern Hitler and Stalin, sets out to prove that God is
always on the side of right and that therefore dictators must
go down in defeat. Although this general principle is correct,
yet the author's approach savors too much of the unwarranted
optimism of much of post-millennialism. To the writer the
outcome is sure, because "history repeats itself; and it will not
fail this time. When we have come out of backward times
before, we have risen a little higher than the times before, and
will do the same this time", p. 116. There is furthermore a
~~ ~f
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very loose use of texts to sµpport the author's argument. F101•
example, Ps. 2 :8, 9 is used to support that "democracy in so1ne
form or forms will live; that it will take the earth seems as
certain as that the righteous forces will win", p. 120. We
have here the attempt at, the over-simplification of, and-I fear
-the wrong approach to, a Christian philosophy of history.
DYNAMITE OVER EUROPE, by Eva Stua1·t Watt.
lishing House; 239 pages; $1.20.

Zondervan Pub-

~HIS

is an interesting story of the evangelistic campaig:1s
of a young Scottish evangelist, James A. Stewart, as
they were conducted in Czecho-Slovakia, Hungary, Poland, Carpatho-Ruthenia, Yugo-Slavia, and Rumania. The
author, who accompanied the evangelist and his wife on this
tour, tells of their experiences in a captivating way. We are
introduced to the peoples of these European countries, their
customs, their traditions and religion, and then shown the
tremendous influence this sweeping evangelistic campaign had
upon the multitudes. One wonders what lasting or permanent
influence for good such a free lance and whirlwind campaigri
has upon the peoples. There is a place for Christian evangelism, but not next to or even in opposition to the church1.
and the Christian religion cannot be reduced to the simple
creed of "we love Jesus" (given as an answer to "what religion
do you belong· to?"). Is it perhaps· an indictment of the
church that there are so many evangelists to-day who are on.
their own? Does it mean that the church has failed to take its
task of evangelizing and discipling the nations seriously?
JOHN F. SCHUURMAN:N:
Grand· Rapids, Mich.
-~

KLAUSNER ON JESUS AND PAUL
FROM JESUS To PAUL, By Joseph Klausner. The Macmillan
Company, New York. Price: $3.50. 624 pages,
Dr. Klausner endeavors to answer two questions:
(1) How was Chri$tianity transformed from a small Jewish
sect in Palestine to a great non-Jewish world-movement?
(2) Why did the Jews so forcibly reject the teachings 9l
Paul, adhering firmly to the Jewish faith?
>
This is a radical book. It proves, if anything can prove;
that present-day Higher Criticism is anything but scholarif.'
Klausner'$ solutions create far greater problems than the o:tl~s...
which they supposedly solve. Klausner is a Jew; and he·
reads the New Testament with a distinct bias. The author'
tries to explain the early success of Christianity though he ret
jects its truth. Very cleverly, but not convincingly, he tries to
prove· that the early belief in the resurrection of our Lord wa~
due to visions seen by hysterical disciples; particularly, Macy
Magdalene. Says he:
"The. women and disciples actually saw Jesus after his crucifixion-in a vision which appeared to them, enthusiastic to the
point of madness and credulous to the point of blindness, as a
complete reality," p. 256. He thus repeats the mistake of Ernest
Renan. He does not explain just how we must conceive of the
possibility of this collective vision, nor does he try to harmonize
his conception with the plain facts concerning Christ's dis~
ciples which any child can read in the New Testament. Similarly, he explains Paul's vision on the road to Damascus as
simply the experience of an epileptic during a seizure.
He repeats the old notion that "Jesus did not deliver a single
word with intent to found a new . . . religious community,"
and he does not seem to see that the entire Gospel of Matthew gives the lie to that reconstruction of history, Matt. 8:11;
16:18, 19; 21:43; 28:19; etc., etc. He tells us that Paul was
a "clever politician" who admonished women to be obedient,
and thereby was able to gain "domineering husbands". He also
informs us that for Paul belief in the trinity did not exist,
p. 467.
It is not necessary to refute these arguments. They are their
own refutation.
WILLIAM HENDRIKSEN.

'VAGARIES ON RlJSSIA
by Louis s.
Bauman. Price $1.25.
191 pages. New York, Fleming
H. R'evell Company.
N The Sunday School ·Times, Nov. 11, 1939-Feb. 24, 1940,
' there appeared a series of very interesting articles written
by Dr. L. S. Bauman who has been characterized as ".one of
the most widely known teachers in the field of Prophecy." The
a:uthor-interpreting "prophecy" let it be remembered!-counseled us to watch Italy. He assured us that Mussolini was
shrewdly waiting until Russia, England, France; and Ger:rnany
were bled white, knowing that he would be the winner in the
end. We were also advised-again, in the name of prophecy!to expect a Rome-Paris-London alliance. The author indicated rather clearly that he did not expect Italy to join the war
as.an ally of Germany. All this in the name of prophecy!
This should serve as a warning to those-also in our eircleswho expect to find in Scripture-especially in prophecy! notably
in Daniel, Ezekiel, and the book of Revelation-:---a detailed
forecast of events and of their order of occurrence in the days
in which we are now living. Never shall we be able to understand prophecy unless we interpret it in the light of cohtemporaneous events. We should ever ask: how did the first
hearers or readers understand this or that prediction? What
meaning did it convey to their minds? If we do this, it will
pecome clear that much of what is to-day called "Light from
Prophecy" is nonsense. Yet, some people will never learn ..
They are so thoroughly filled with a desire to know what is
going to happen to Italy or Germany or Russia in .the next
few years that no matter how often history itself has given
the lie to the prognostications of writers on prophecy, their
literary products will. be devoured in spite of everything.
D1'. Bauman's latest book, Russian Events in the Light of
Bible Prophe&lJ, is on the order of the articles which appeared
in The S. S. Times and were later on published in book-form
(Light from Bible Prophecy).
It is not necessary to repeat the arguments which cause us
to reject the author's interpretation of Gog and Magog. We
h;we .stated these arguments in the fifth of a series of articles
which appeared in The Banner under the title, "What Does
Swipture Teach Concerning the Future of the Jews?" For our
9:\V~ view we can claim no originality, inasmuch. as it is based,
almost entirely, on G. Ch. Aalders' Het Herstel van Israel Volgens het Oude Testament, pp. 134-197. We regard Aalders'
arguments as being entirely convincing.
:RUSSIAN EVENTS iIN THE LIGHT OF BIBLE PROPHECY,
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As a book on Prophecy We cannot reeominend Dt. Bauman's
inost recent brain-child. It does, however, contain some valuable information about Russia. In addition, we are in hearty
agreement with this favorable comment made by The Moody
Monthly:
.
"The outstanding value of this book is that it boldly and
with factual foundation reminds America of the anti-God stand
of Russian communism, something vitally important in these
days when we are prone to forget everything except that our
two countries are allies in a great war." From that one aspect
the book may be termed "a splendid appeal for alertness."
· This, however, does not mean that, with some, we must go to
the opposite extreme in our attitude to Russia.
WILLIAM HENDRIKSEN.

McCREADY ON CREATION
How

DID THE WORLD BEGIN?, by George McCready Price. Flem"

ing H. Revell Company, New York, 1942.
Price $1.00.
·

94 pages.

N this small book Professor Price once m. ore· contends for
the truth of the creation account· in Genesis as opposed
to the evolutionary theory of the world's origin. Some of
his main theses are these:

I

1. Creation is not going on today.

2. Deism and Pantheism cannot explain natural phenomena.
3. Since life comes only from life, it must have been created
some time in the past.
4. The facts of Geology contradict evolution.
5. The Deluge explains geological formations.
The book is written in a popular vein and many statements
are not scientifically authenticated. Some of the gaps must
be filled in by reading the author's earlier books.
As could be expected, since Mr. Price is a geologist, the
chapters dealing with geological material are most convincing.
In chapter XII on "Evolution Foretold" the· aut.hor quotes
certain Scripture passages, particularly II Peter 3 :3-7, as
being prophetic of the evolutionary philosophy. This inter~
pretation is open to question. It will not be accepted by many
who otherwise agree with the contents and aims of this book,
EDWIN Y. MONSMA.
Calvin College, Grand Rapids, Mich.
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